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Get closer to the ground with minimal cushioning and 

total support. Designed to let your feet run the way  
nature intended, wherever they take you.

The Merrell Barefoot collection. Let Your Feet Lead You.
Find out how and download our free app at merrell.com/barefoot
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You have big things planned for the year! Here are 67 tips to get you launched.

My First 67 Days...

January 1 Stretch, relax and meditate. January 2 Head to the gym and work cardio, chest and abs. January 3 Eat extra clean and be mindful. Head 
to the gym and work your back (lats) and stretch. January 4 Take a class or try something new today. January 5 Arm day!  Blast your bis and tris. 
Make sure you do skull crushers. January 6 It’s Friday.Relax today and indulge a little. January 7 Go for a walk today and get your heart rate up. 
January 8 Hit the gym hard and work your legs. January 9 Focus on your breathing. Take deep breaths from the belly. Time to work your lower 
back (hyperextensions). January 10 Are you taking fish oil? If not, look into it. The benefits are tremendous. Do abs today. January 11 Be grateful 
for what you have. Time to work your chest (chest flies) and get a sweat going. January 12 Push the envelope on cardio. Try and get your heart rate 
up! January 13 Make sure you are eating vegetables and fruits. Get some probiotics inside your yogurt. Oh and do calves today. January 14 Today 
is your day to pick. What do you want to do? January 15 “Is there a veterinarian around because these puppies are sick!” If you haven’t figured it 
out, it’s arm day. January 16 Take today off if you feel like it and veg a bit. January 17 Legs of steel day. Go and pump those tree trunks. Make sure 
you stretch. January 18 Are you laughing enough? Lighten up, have some fun. Today try skipping rope or something new that gets a sweat going. 
January 19 Back time. Let’s work your back today. Try pullovers. January 20 Let’s see if you can get outdoors for some activity. If not, stretch and 
do abs. January 21 Chew your food slowly. Taste every morsel. Go for a bike or run. January 22 Try meditating today. Meditate means to self heal. 
January 23 Shoulders are what we will work today. We haven’t done them yet! January 24 Take today off from exercising and have some fun. January 

25 Read a good book. Do arms. Enough said. January 26 Try a kettlebell workout. January 27 Time for back muscles today. January 28 Keep a log 
of your progress. The experts say this will keep you on track. January 29 Also keep track of what you generally eat each day. It sure helps! January 

30 Let’s have a major leg workout today. January 31 Shoulders. Make sure you get a trainer to show you how to work the rear head of your shoulders. 
February 1 Flex time. You may not be a body builder, but try standing in the mirror and flexing your muscles. Harder than you think! February 2 Abs 
again. February 3 Apple of my eye. Eat apples. They clean your insides. February 4 Work your traps. Shrug it off by doing shrugs. February 5 Get 
angry. Try Tae Kwon Do or a Body Combat class. Release the stress! February 6 Try a routine with a partner today. February 7 Take a day off. You 
deserve it. February 8 Have a class today or do something fun outdoors that involves activity. February 9 Have you tried doing dips? Try them today 
and work your triceps. February 10 Are you drinking enough water? Make sure you hydrate! February 11 Jump up and get down. Work calves: 
make sure you do some seated calf raises to work your soleus. February 12 Try a TRX class! February 13 Time to get moving today. Let’s do some 
serious cardio. February 14 Valentine’s Day. Go for a nice meal and enjoy! February 15 Now that you have eaten, let’s do a full ab routine (lower, side, 
upper). February 16 Cook a special meal today. Plus work your shoulders. February 17 Do something fun today. Play a game. Do abs. February 

18 Arm your self with a barbell. It’s arms day and time to do preacher curls. February 19 Let’s get wet with sweat. Push your self hard with cardio of 
your choice. February 20 Time to rumble with floor exercises: ball sit ups, plank and push ups. February 21 Half your body are legs. Let’s work them 
today. February 22 It’s hump day. Take today off but eat extra veggies. February 23 Take a class if you can today!  February 24 Act up!  Imagine your 
best body. Now go for it! February 25 Make sure you are working your core and lower back. February 26 Take a yoga class. If you haven’t done it, it’s 
harder than you think! February 27 Go for a run. Outside or treadmill. Choice is yours. February 28 Get inspired, watch an old Rocky or inspirational 
movie. February 29 Try kicking and punching for 15 minutes. Oh yeah! March 1 Don’t be modest. Look in the mirror. Your hard work is paying off. Now 
do abs. March 2 Back it up! Do back today. Make sure you do bent over rows. March 3 Are you seeing the big picture? Stand tall and proud. Stretch 
today. March 4 It’s Sunday. Relax today. You are doing great. March 5 Monday means metabolism day. Increase activity as much as you can. Park far 
away. Take the stairs and burn it up! March 6 Do abs again today. March 7 You did it. This will be a great year for you. It will be your best year ever!

VISIT optimyz.com/67days 
to view all 67 tips
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IT’S a calm December day. Our first snow has melted and I plan to bike or kayak this after-
noon. Time to look back over last year and scan forward to 2012.

It’s fitting that our planetary HQ is beside a lake in Nova Scotia. Not just any lake. 
Banook is home to three paddling clubs and hosts international and even World Cup events. We 
swim here in summer and skate in winter.

As of 2011, OptiMYz is now available on thousands of newsstands across Canada and to 
members of GoodLife Fitness, Canada’s largest fitness chain.

Meanwhile, we have a jazzy digital edition, OptiMYz Interactive, which comes out four times 
a year and is available to our subscribers at no extra charge. Just sign up on our website. We 
are also pumping out videos for OptiMYz TV. To see ‘em, check out our website optimyz.com, 
which also has plenty of blogs and short feature articles. 

In 2011, we attended the Can-Fit-Pro and Canadian Health Food Association expos in 
Toronto and ran our own health expo closer to home.

Assuming the world still turns even if the ancient Mayan calendar runs out, 2012 has the 
potential to be even better.

In January we reprise our OptiMYz Live Health Expo in Halifax, NS. Athlete, fitness trainer 
and weight loss guru Tommy Europe joins MMA legend and Brazilian jiu-jitsu master Royce 
Gracie, food legend Pete Luckett and scores of other speakers and demonstrators at Exhibition 
Park on Jan. 21 and 22. There will lots of exhibitors whose products and services support indi-
vidual growth in health, fitness, adventure, nutrition and the mind — the brand of OptiMYz.

In May the OptiMYz Live Health Expo migrates to the Direct Energy Centre in Toronto with 
Europe, Gracie and an expanded cast. Here we connect with the GoodLife Toronto Marathon 
where 15,000 runners sign up for this epic distance event. 

Nothing happens without partners, so a tip of the carnival cap to GoodLife and its part-
ners, the Marathon and also Can-Fit-Pro, Canada’s leading certification organization for fitness 
instructors.

This spring and summer we survey leading organizations across Canada for the Healthy 
Workplace Awards. The survey is run by the CN Centre for Occupational Health and Safety at 
Saint Mary’s University, with an awards show planned for Toronto in the fall.

The goal is to showcase organizations in the public, private and not-for-profit sectors that 
encourage their employees to stay healthy and fit. This is great for the individuals and also 
helps them stay motivated and engaged when at work — a key differentiator in our fast-paced 
economy.

The central point: They will have more energy and more brainpower while experiencing less 
of the mind-numbing stress that is too prevalent in our society. For more information on the 
survey and how to participate, contact Claire Rogers at crogers@optimyz.ca.

For more bulletins from Planet OptiMYz, watch this space.

editor’s letter

Bulletin from Planet OptiMYz
2012: Year five is shaping up to be a great one.

DAVID HOLT
EDITOR

SEASONS IN TRANSITION OptiMYz enters 
its fifth year — older, healthier and wiser.

4 
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You and a friend could win 
tickets to Tommys’ Shred 
Bootcamp at OptiMYz Live in 
Halifax, January 21st and 22nd! 
How: Pay it forward! Visit our 
OptiMYz Facebook page and tell 
us about someone in your life 
who inspires you. All submis-
sions will be entered in a draw 
to win two tickets to Tommy’s 
Bootcamp! 

» CONTEST

GET FIT WITH 
TOMMY EUROPE!

READ FULL ISSUES OF 
OPTIMYZ MAGAZINE 
ON-LINE FOR FREE!

» OPTIMYZ VIDEOS

Watch exclusive 
interviews with health 
experts like Brendan 
Brazier, Brad King, 
Matt Nichol, David 
Whalen and more!

Read full issues of OptiMYz 
Magazine on-line for free! Visit 
optimyz.com/digital to flip 
through past and present issues.

SCAN TO WATCH
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The 
Locker
Room
News and views 
from the world of 
fi tness and health

LATEST RESULTS OF 
optimyz.com poll
What is your favourite 
outdoor winter activity?
Downhill skiing or 

snowboarding  . . . . . . . . . . . 52%
Cross country skiing. . . . . . . . . 19%
Snowshoeing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14%
Skating/hockey . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10%
Sledding/tobogganing  . . . . . . . . 5%
Ice-climbing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0%

Current online poll
I expect my kids to have 
healthier lives than their 
parents:
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree

Vote now at www.optimyz.com

fi tness and healthfi tness and health

LATEST RESULTS OF LATEST RESULTS OF 

Beware of hospitals,

doctor warns

EVERY year at least 
100,000 patients die in 

American hospitals because 
of malpractice, more than 
the number of US soldiers 
who died in the Korean and 
Vietnamese wars combined. 
The cost to society is about 
$30 billion. None of this 
counts those who are hurt or 
maimed. (Another study puts 
the number at 200,000 dead.)

This is the claim of 
Richard S. Klein, MD, author 
of Surviving Your Doctors: 
Why the Medical System is 
dangerous to Your Health and 
How to get Out of It Alive.

The forward, written by 
the past president of the 

Medical Society of the State 
of New York, calls the book 
“a basic training manual to 
guide patients through the 
medical minefield of the 
modern practice of medicine.”

Having practiced 
medicine for 38 years and 
reviewed thousands of mal-
practice cases, Klein notes 
that while diagnostic tools 
and treatment options 
expand every year, many 
doctors and other health 
professionals are overworked 
and have too little time both 
to spend with patients and to 
recharge their own batteries.

He is critical of the 
profit-driven health insurance 

industry that pushes physi-
cians to make decisions on the 
basis of short-term cost rather 
than long-term wellness for 
the patient. Some of the prob-
lems are low tech: Cutbacks 
in cleaning and nursing staffs 
have made hospitals much 
more conducive to infection 
than in earlier times.

While the book is written 
from the US perspective, many 
of the issues apply in Canada. 
Chapters include prescription 
drugs, emergency room visits, 
cardiac and cancer care, infec-
tious diseases, and hospital 
stays. Each chapter ends with 
a “prescription” of practical 
tips for patients dealing with 
the medical system.

Klein recommends you 
find a doctor (and a hospital) 
that is right for you, commu-
nicate clearly with all medical 
staff, learn as much as possi-
ble about diagnoses and 
treatments, and keep careful 
records of everything. You 
may need a relative or friend 
to act as patient advocate. 
These approaches will keep 
doctors and other practitio-
ners more focused on “you, 
the individual patient.” Finally, 
take charge of your own 
health and lead a healthy life-
style. This is the best medicine 
of all. Z
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STRETCH YOUR HIPS

IN THE ZONE: JASON’S 

WORKOUT TUNES

IF I don’t have the right songs or 

they are played too low, I can’t 

seem to find a groove when lifting. I 

use headphones and put on today’s 

top 40 hits and blast it. I am a fan 

of uplifting, high-energy music that 

keeps my heart rate up. My favorite 

CD is Fired Up, music from the 90s 

that I still love.

When I hear a song I like, I get in 

a zone. I try to work out non-stop for 

the entire song if I can. Using head-

phones keeps others from throwing 

off my workout. See Jason’s work-

out on page 14.  

Want a life? Get a dog

BRINGING a dog into your life will not only 
reduce stress, but will help lower cholesterol 

levels and control obesity. Families that have a 
dog are more likely to incorporate regular exer-
cise through daily walks. For dog owners, there 
is the added bonus of “canine-inspired social 
interaction” — the benefit of a friendly chat at 
the dog park.

With all that dogs to do enrich our lives, the 
Canadian Federation of Humane Societies (CFHS) 
is asking that you do something to enrich the lives 
of dogs. The CFHS has launched findingfido.ca, a 
one-stop web-site that will help people looking to 
bring a dog into their lives avoid cruel puppy mills 
and disreputable backyard breeders.

Also, when you stay at one of Pacrim 
Hospitality’s hotels, including their popular 
Purrrfect Place to Paws pet-friendly hotels, a 
donation will be made to the CFHS to help end 
puppy mills. Z  DAVID DERN

VEGGIES AND FRUITS KEEP CANCER 
AWAY — FRUIT JUICES NOT SO MUCH

AUSTRALIAN researchers have found that eating fruits and 
vegetables is associated with a lower risk of colon cancer. Eating 

brassica veggies like broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, kale and turnips 
reduces risk of cancer in the upper colon. Eating both fruit and 
vegetables cuts the risk of cancers of the lower colon.

Eating more apples and dark, yellow veggies was also associated 
with a smaller risk of lower colon cancer. Higher consumption of fruit 
juice was tied to a higher risk of rectal cancer.

Nearly all of these cancers start out as benign polyps, which may 
take 10 to 15 years to become cancerous. Regular screening can find 
and remove these polyps before they become malignant.

Researchers at Southern California’s City of Hope cancer research 
center suggest eating whole blueberry powder might encourage the 
shrinkage of triple negative breast cancer, an aggressive form of the 
disease. The research, done on rats, indicates that two cups of fresh 
blueberries per day can cut tumor size from 60% to 75% and help 
keep this cancer from spreading. Z

Hey, kids: Free passes to the slopes!

THE Canadian Ski Council has 

already processed over 7,000 

applications for its Grades 4 and 5 

SnowPass program. These children 

from across Canada have the opportu-

nity to ski or ride for free up to three 

times at each participating ski areas in 

their region this winter.

“Skiing and snowboarding are excel-

lent ways to get kids outside and active 

in winter,” said Colin Chedore, president 

of the Canadian Ski Council (CSC).

Applications for the Canadian Ski 

Council’s program are available at the 

front counters of Sport Mart, Sport Chek, 

Sports Experts and Intersport stores 

across the country. The Forzani Group, 

owner of Sport Mart, Sport Chek, Sports 

Experts and Intersport, has sponsored the 

program since the beginning.

Applications were recently 

distributed to elementary schools across 

the country. They are also available 

atsnowpass.ca. Children participating 

in the program will receive a SnowPass 

card that includes up to three lift passes. 

More than 150 different ski/snowboard 

areas across Canada participate. Z
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Having a healthy business means more than 

having a strong bottom line. 

A healthy business gives employees a safe and enriching psychological and physical 
environment. As well, the personal !tness and health of each employee contributes to the 
strength of the business overall. OptiMYz celebrates the companies that understand what it 
means to have a healthy workplace. In the Fall of 2012 OptiMYz will present the Healthy 
Workplace Awards, showcasing companies that have achieved a level of health and !tness 
beyond the norm.

  To nominate your company, email Claire at crogers@optimyz.ca.  Please include your name 
and contact details. Members of the CN Centre for Occupational Health and Safety at Saint 
Mary’s University will conduct a survey of the nominated companies in the spring and 
summer of 2012.
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 OUR body needs 
fundamental build-
ing blocks for 
muscle and nerve 
functioning to run 
at optimal status. 

For my patients 
with chronic pain, I 

use supplements that help 
to replace deficient levels of these fundamen-
tal building blocks.

Check with your physician about getting 
laboratory work done to check for vitamin 

and mineral levels like vitamin D, magnesium, 
calcium, potassium, vitamin B12, vitamin B6, 
to name a few. It is also important to make 
sure your hormonal system, including your 
thyroid and adrenal function, is at its optimum, 
because these can worsen the chronic pro-
inflammatory state of chronic pain.

Finally, aim to eat a mostly plant-based 
diet with plant-based protein foods like nuts 
and legumes to maximize the anti-inflamma-
tory effects.

I like to explain the anti-inflammatory diet 
to my patients as eating as close to Mother 

the locker room DEAR DOCTOR BY JULIE T. CHEN, M.D.

The long ouch: Remedies for chronic pain
Nature as possible. For example, a bowl of salad 
looks closer to Mother Nature than a vegetable 
lasagna, which is still closer to Mother Nature 
than deep-fried French fries. The best selection 
would be the salad, followed by the vegetable 
lasagna and French fries as less desirable. By 
eating this way, you can utilize food as medi-
cine to help your body be less inflamed and 
regain recovery using the abundance of miner-
als and vitamins found in these foods.

Essentially, the main take-aways for 
healthy pain management are: Eat an anti-
inflammatory diet, make sure your body is 
functioning optimally based on a healthy phys-
iology (where the building blocks are sufficient 
and your hormonal system is optimized), stay 
hydrated and get plenty of rest. Z

Dr. Julie T. Chen, MD, is an integrated medical 
doctor with her own practice in San Jose, CA. Check 
out her website at www.makinghealthyez.com.

Dr. Julie, I am a 46 year-old man who has had chronic back pain 
for five years. Besides pain medications, epidural injections, and 
massages, what else can I do to treat the pain?
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A new dance inspired workout featuring simple but seriously 
hot dance moves. This class is the perfect way to shape up 
and let out your inner star!

A revolutionary core training program that will take your fitness 
to the next level, while strengthening and toning your body.
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the locker room 

SLOW DOWN

Note to government: Natural 

health products are not drugs

THE Canadian Health Food Association 
(CHFA) released a public opinion poll 
that supports the sector’s call for 

a modernized Food and Drug Act. This new 
act would remove natural health products 
(NHPs) as a subset of drugs. “With over 70% 
of Canadians using natural health products, 
it is important that the regulations of these 
products are updated,” said Helen Sherrard, 
president of CHFA.

In 1998, the House of Commons Standing 
Committee on Health concluded that NHPs are 
neither foods nor drugs and therefore should 
be defined separately. Despite this finding, the 
act has not been amended. NHPs continue to 
be positioned as a subset of drugs, creating 

many serious problems for the industry in 
Canada, said Sherrard.

The Ipsos Reid Omnibus survey found 
seven in 10 Canadians supported developing 
a new act. The survey also demonstrated 
that 71% consider NHPs to be safe. Among 
Canadian consumers of these products, 80% 
indicated these products were “somewhat or 
very important” to their family.

“This $3 billion sector is expanding to 
meet the demands of Canadians seeking more 
natural ways to optimize their overall health,” 
Sherrard said. “We need to ensure that the 
federal government’s moves toward red tape 
reduction and smart regulations are 
supported.” Z PH
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science WITH AMANDA WINTINK, PHD

The 80% solution
The exciting new field of epigenetics shows that lifestyle practices like a 
heathy diet can greatly reduce your risk of cancer, even for those with a 
genetic predisposition to it.

WE have all been touched by can-
cer either directly or indirectly. 
The most prominent time for me 

was when my grandmother was diagnosed 
with colon cancer 13 years ago. It forced me 
to evaluate the role my diet could have on 
the development of cancer inside of me.

Although the exact causes of cancer are 
unknown, it is clear that cancer cells have an 
abnormal capacity to divide uncontrollably 
and form tumors. Recently, epigenetic chang-
es have been found to be important pieces 
of the cancer puzzle. This field is giving us 
insight into how cancer develops and how we 
can intervene in the process.

As mentioned last issue, epigenetics is 
the study of heritable changes that lie out-
side of the DNA sequence. Genetics involves 
the code of the DNA, and whether a gene is 
present or has undergone a mutation.

Epigenetics involves three processes 
that alter gene expression: 1.either activat-
ing or silencing genes through altered DNA 
methylation patterns, 2. histone modifica-
tions, and 3. chromatic remodeling. Genetics 
are relatively stable, but epigenetics provide 
a mechanism for how the environment — 
including diet — can affect the expression of 
a person’s genes.

DNA methylation is the best known 
epigenetic marker. It’s the footprint the envi-
ronment leaves on the DNA. It is also well 
known for its role in many forms of cancer. 
For example, hypermethylation in specific 
DNA regions silences genes that suppress 
tumor growth (known as tumor suppressor 
genes), which leads to tumors and cancer. 

Alternatively, hypomethylation activates 
genes with potential to be cancerous. These 
are known as oncogenes and their activation 
also leads to cancer.

Diet can affect DNA methylation, lead-
ing to some cancers, including colorectal 
cancer (CRC). Recent estimates suggest 
that diet can prevent as much as 80% of 
CRC. This relationship was first recognized 
when scientists noticed that CRC was much 
higher in Westernized societies, where people 
consumed high-calorie diets and were less 
physically active.

It was then discovered that specific 
diets can either promote or prevent cancer. 
For example, consuming red and processed 
meat, food containing animal fats or sugar 
and substantial consumption of alcoholic 
drinks are associated with CRC, as is body 
fat, especially in the abdominal area. On the 
other hand, foods containing dietary fibre, 
garlic, milk, calcium, folate, vitamin D, and 

selenium, as well as non-starchy vegetables, 
fruits, and fish seem to protect against this 
type of cancer.

The dietary effects on cancer seem to 
happen in two ways: Directly, by affecting the 
gut lining; and indirectly, when the blood con-
tent of specific nutrients and hormones results 
in genetic and epigenetic changes, including 
the silencing of tumor suppressor genes.

Altered DNA methylation in many 
cancers, not just CRC, shows promise as a 
biomarker for cancer susceptibility. This is 
important because some of the methylation 
changes occur prenatally and in childhood 
long before cancer develops. By finding a 
marker, lifestyle changes could be adopted 
to reduce future risk of cancer. This concept 
coincides with Dr. Alfred Knudson’s 25-year 
old two-hit theory of cancer, which is a 
popular way of stating that it is not just one 
factor that ultimately causes cancer.

Alterations in DNA methylation are also 
reversible, even through diet, and there-
fore this risk factor is potentially under our 
control, at least partially. This exciting area 
of epigenetics and diet has paved the way 
for a new field now called “nutrigenetics.” 
Needless to say, epigenetics serves as a prom-
ising area of cancer research in everything 
from causes to biomarkers to therapeutic 
intervention.

If this interests you further, check out 
dietandcancerreport.org. Z

Amanda Wintink has a PhD in neuroscience and 
psychology, and is based in Toronto. Check out 
her blog at www.optimyz.com. 
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HOW do leadership and walking in 
the woods go together? What does 
a nature retreat offer in terms of 

understanding our role and purpose in life? As 
it turns out, a lot!

I think about the qualities of great lead-
ers and the on-going opportunities for all of 
us to learn to become better leaders. How we 
can grow if we take the time to see the forest, 
not just the trees that surround us every day, 
often obscuring our loftier view.  

As I was contemplating the role of leader-
ship in my own company, I thought of the many 
dedicated individuals within GoodLife who show 
leadership. GoodLife is truly fortunate to have 
within its workplaces across Canada people who 

go the extra mile to change lives. 
So I asked these very same people: What 

would be the best way to reward remarkable 
individuals for doing great work? The answer 
that came back was: Take them to La Réserve 
Beauchêne! This is one of the most pristine 
and beautiful wilderness areas in Canada. It’s 
located in Quebec, only an hour from North 
Bay, Ontario. Renowned as a top fishing 

retreat in Eastern North America, the reserve 
includes 40 lakes on 50,000 acres.

I have a cottage there, a retreat where 
I can go to relax and rejuvenate. In all that 
space there is only a lodge and 15 cottages 
nestled along a lake. I was able to arrange to 
take 27 of GoodLife’s top managers there on a 
three-day retreat.

Why did they choose La Réserve 
Beauchêne over some glamourous resort or 
city hotel? Because a place like Beauchêne 
stands out in your memory forever. Its appeal 
was that it is not a busy resort or hotel. It’s a 
place where men and women go to catch fish 
and get away from it all.

Good leaders need this. It’s important, 

whether your leaders represent a community 
organization or a company, to give them 
time to relax and focus on getting to know 
their colleagues in a different light, without 
the distractions of internet, cell phones and 
hectic schedules. 

For three days, we fished, hiked, had 
campfires, ate incredible meals, exercised, 
had some great education sessions, sat by the 

Aha! moments and the 
meaning of life
There’s nothing like a nature retreat to help key employees to 
recharge, share experiences, grow their leadership capacity — 
and make new friends.

inspiration WITH DAVID PATCHELL-EVANS 

water’s edge, had a fish fry, and we talked. 
Wow, did we talk! The managers had great 
conversations with each other about their 
clubs, learning what other clubs were doing, 
supporting and inspiring each other. Jennifer, 
one of our general managers (who incidentally 
was nominated for General Manager of the 
Year) remembers that the conversations were a 
highlight for her. 

“When you’re immersed in the day-to-day 
tasks that have to be done to run a successful 
club, you sometimes find yourself feeling kind 
of alone,” she recalls. “You lose sight of what 
others might be doing. So, it was wonderful to 
hear about some of the other clubs, to share 
insights, to just sit down and talk — and most 
of all to make all these new friends!”

La Réserve Beauchêne proved to be a 
great experience for all of us. I would encour-
age companies of any size to seek a similar 
leadership experience both to recognize 
exceptional employees and to zero in on those 
aha! moments. Provide opportunities for your 
leaders to grow. It’s important to have lead-
ers who can find that balance of being both 
relaxed and revved up at the same time! Even 
if you are self-employed, you can do this for 
yourself and some of your colleagues.

You don’t necessarily have to find a 
Beauchêne. Every part of this magnificent coun-
try has areas of beauty and reflection. So walk 
through the trees, but see the forest! It will nur-
ture both personal and corporate growth. Z

David Patchell-Evans is CEO, GoodLife Fitness, 
and bestselling author of The Real Sexy, Smart 
and Strong. davidpatchellevans.com.

It’s important to 

have leaders who can 

find that balance of 

being both relaxed 

and revved up at the 

same time!
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JASON AARON BACA is a 38-year-old with an unusual occupa-
tion: Fitness model. He played baseball in college and wanted to 
turn pro. “Later I realized my reluctance to listen to my coach put 

an end to my dream,” he says.
At age 23, he was discovered by a photographer on location in 

Bodega Bay, CA where he had been a double for Freddie Prinze, Jr. in 
the thriller I Know What You Did Last Summer.

“From that moment on, things picked up for me,” he says. “I had 
the right face, but I needed the body to go with it. Good looks open 
doors, but a great body tears off the hinges!”

Baca started reading every book and magazine he could find on 
fitness and muscle development. He recalls his mother coming down 
to check on him in his room at 2 am. He would still have the light on, 
reading up on how to get in shape.

“I knew that if I was able to get the body to go with all of this, I 
would be a success,” he says. “Here are some of my exercises I live by.”

Good looks are an asset in life. As Jason Baca 
learned, being in great shape can open even 
more doors.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY CRAIG WILLIAMS

fitness 

Upper abdominal crunch
10-15 REPS | 4 SETS

Lay on back with arms at sides, knees bent. Using only lower stomach 
muscles, move pelvis up, pause and return to starting position. 

 EXPERT TIP  GO SLOWLY SO THAT YOU CAN FEEL YOUR ABDOMINAL MUSCLES 
WORKING THROUGHOUT THE MOVEMENT.

Tear 
o!  the 
hinges!

Subject: Jason Aaron Baca
Occupation: Fitness and 
romance novel model

Location: Los Gatos, California

1

2
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Seated bicep curls
8-12 REPS | 4 SETS

Adjust plastic exercise band to your foot for 
proper resistance. In a seated position do the 
standard curl, feeling the bicep contract as the 
forearm and bicep come together at the top. 

 EXPERT TIP  YOUR ELBOW SHOULD NOT MOVE DURING 
THE EXERCISE. KEEP BACK AND SHOULDERS STRAIGHT 
SO ONLY THE BICEP IS INVOLVED IN THIS EXERCISE.

Rear deltoid flies
8-10 REPS | 4 SETS

Using plastic exercise band, grip 
with fists, extend band away 
from body, pause and return. This 
movement should be felt only in 
the rear deltoid muscles.

 EXPERT TIP  FOCUS ON ISOLATING THE 
REAR SHOULDERS. KEEP THE FOREARMS 
RELAXED SO THAT REAR DELTOIDS ARE 
WORKED COMPLETELY.

1

2

1 2
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fitness TEAR OFF THE HINGES

Abdominal crunch
12-15 REPS | 4 SETS

Lying flat on the ground, raise ribcage toward pelvis. Alternate from left to 
right to hit the oblique muscles. 

 EXPERT TIP  IMAGINE TOUCHING YOUR RIBCAGE TO YOUR PELVIS BY USING ONLY YOUR 
ABS. AVOID PUTTING HANDS BEHIND THE NECK.

Leg lifts for abs
12 REPS | 4 SETS

With hands and one foot on the ground with leg bent, lift one leg 
straight up using only stomach muscles. Your leg muscles should be 
relaxed so you get a good ab workout. 

 EXPERT TIP  THIS EXERCISE SHOULD BE DONE SLOWLY, WITH ONE KNEE BENT 
AND THE OTHER STRAIGHT. KEEP TOES POINTED TOWARD HEAD.

1

1

2

2
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INHALE GOODNESS

Food and philosophy: Jason’s quick tips

KEY FOODS: Chicken, fish including tuna, cottage cheese, yogurt, pork loin, 
turkey, oranges, carrots and arugula.

SUPPLEMENTS: One protein shake, with at least 30g protein and fewer 
than 40g carbs, and one multi-vitamin per day.

KEY INSPIRATIONAL FIGURE "THEN#: Mark Wahlberg. “Because he had 
the body I wanted to have. I wanted to study his workouts back then, but it 
was all a big secret.”

"NOW#: “I follow the guidelines in Arnold Schwarzenegger’s Encyclopedia. 
He is my inspiration today. I liked his attitude as a bodybuilder: Very confi-
dent, no such thing as second place. That is what motivated me.”

FAVOURITE QUOTE "FROM ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER#: “Take your 
body where your mind wants to go.”

Bull kicks
12-15 REPS | 4 SETS

With hands and one knee on the floor, bring other leg up, 
over and out to the side of the body. Use abs only. This 
exercise must be done slowly, without using leg/glute 
muscles. 

 EXPERT TIP  LEG MUSCLES TEND TO GET INVOLVED IN THIS EXER-
CISE. IF THIS HAPPENS, STOP AND BEGIN AGAIN, FOCUSING ON 
ABDOMINALS. RELAX LEGS AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE.

Close-grip pushup
10-12 REPS | 4 SETS

With hands one on top of the other, do a standard push up. This works the 
triceps. Really squeeze at the top and pause at the bottom. 

 EXPERT TIP  DO A FEW REPS SLOWLY, THEN A FEW FAST. NOTICE HOW THE TRICEP CON-
TRACTS AT THE TOP AND THE CHEST CONTRACTS AT THE BOTTOM. SQUEEZE FOR MAXIMUM 
PERFORMANCE.

1

1

2

3
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The vanity a! air

Skin: A few simple rules
When it comes to skin, clear, glowing, youth-
ful-looking derma is desirable. But when the 
cosmetic industry bombards us with bronzers, 
masks, makeup, exfoliants, soaps and scrubs, 
unless you’re a beauty connoisseur, knowing 
how to achieve that look is as perplexing as 
reading the product’s ingredients.

Dr. Rob Tremaine, a dermatologist in 
Halifax, NS says healthy skincare is much 
simpler than that. “I believe we should be very 
basic in our skincare because the skin is meant 
to look at itself,” he says. “Don’t buy into the 
cosmetic routine of five different creams and 
spend four hundred dollars on your cosmetic 
products and think the more you spend, the 
better it is.”

The simple rules: Wash your face a few 
times a day, moisturize when you can, wear 
sunscreen with an SPF of at least 15 and don’t 

smoke cigarettes. Skin tends to dry out in the 
winter months, so moisturize when you need 
it. During the summer months, our body’s oils 
naturally hydrate the skin, so moisturizers are 
often unnecessary — especially for someone 
with oily skin.

No matter the season, Tremaine says 
the best way to prevent wrinkles is to wear 
sunscreen. Buy a sunscreen with a moisturizer 
base at the drugstore, not the cosmetic 
counter. You pay less and get more. To ensure 
it’s a good quality product, look for the 
Canadian Dermatologist Association logo. “A 
lot of companies that advertise ‘we have an 
SPF 15 in our moisturizing cream’ only have 
UVD light protection and not enough of the 
UVA light protection,” he says. “It’s actually 
UVA light that ages, damages and wrinkles 
the skin.”

Eating healthy is also important for 

THIS year is your year. Say sayonara to your irritated epidermis with 
its conspicuous creases; so long to the frizz from your oft-tangled 
tresses; bid farewell to your yellowish so-called pearly whites 

(misnomer indeed). With these quick and easy tips on personal care, 2012’s 
arrival means a newer, confident and more attractive you.

hers 
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healthy, clear, radiant looking skin. “You are 
what you eat,” says Allison Tannis, a nutrition-
ist and author of Feed your Skin, Starve your 
Wrinkles. Eating foods full of anti-oxidants, 
such as blueberries, Brazil nuts, or green 
tea, can help calm the skin’s inflammation. 
Oranges, tomatoes, broccoli and other foods 
high in Vitamin C are necessary for collagen 
production, which makes the skin elastic. 
Staying hydrated is also key. “If you’re not 
hydrated, you’re going to look dried out,” 
she says. “Your wrinkles are going to be 
more prominent. You’re going to look pale. 
Hydration is one of the fastest and easiest 
ways to make your skin look better.”

Teeth: Beware some 
homemade remedies
Nothing beats a bright, beautiful smile. 
Unfortunately some people’s pearly whites 
are more yellowish than white. If your grin 
lacks glimmer and you’re looking to brighten 
your smile, there are oodles of options from 
store-bought white strips to in-office proce-
dures. While researching teeth whitening, I 
came across online testimonials raving about 
a homemade mélange of strawberries and 

baking soda. Strawberries contain an enzyme 
called malic acid, which acts as an astringent 
to whiten teeth.

But dentist Paula MacPherson cautions 
using homemade remedies. “Any time you’re 
doing something on your own, you run the 
risk of making a mistake or getting the wrong 

information and there could be consequenc-
es,” she says. Acidic foods and abrasives, such 
as baking soda — if used too much or too 
often — can eat away enamel.

Store-bought white strips or in-office 
treatments don’t dent your dentin, but could 
make your teeth temporarily sensitive. “If 
your teeth are feeling sensitive and you’re 
bleaching every day, just take a day off and 
do it every second day,” MacPherson says. 
“You’ll still get the same results, it will just 
take longer.”

If your purse strings are tight, opt for 
FDA approved white strips. If you’re willing 

to splurge, go with in-office treatments. The 
bleach is more potent so the process is more 
effective. But even that won’t work for every-
one. “For whatever reason, there’s 5% of the 
population who can’t whiten their teeth,” says 
MacPherson.

People with dark-tinted fillings or dead 

teeth also can’t whiten their teeth because 
whitening actually happens on the inside of 
the tooth and is then visible through a trans-
parent layer. “Bleach removes surface stains,” 
she says. “If you’ve got stains on the inside of 
your teeth, say you have a dead tooth and it’s 
stained, bleach won’t fix that.”

If whitening doesn’t interest you, just be 
sure to take care of your teeth. Brush twice a 
day and floss once a day. Avoid smoking and 
drinking coffee, red wine, tea, or anything 
with a heavy dye that causes stains. When 
consumed in large amounts, soda pop 
can also erode enamel.

If you really love yourself, there are lots of natural ways to 
beautify your skin, brighten your smile and enliven your hair.
BY SARAH PLOWMAN

The best way to prevent wrinkles is to wear sunscreen. Buy a 
sunscreen with a moisturizer base at the drugstore, not the 
cosmetic counter. You pay less and get more.
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Hair: Taming a wild mane
No matter how hard we try to control it, hair 
seems to have a mind of its own. Last time I 
got my hair cut and styled, I used my one-on-
one time with hair guru Krista Campbell to ask 
questions about what works and what doesn’t.

Ever wonder why your hair looks awe-
some after you go to the salon? Hair stylists 
use two shampoos and one conditioner. The 
first shampoo rids your hair of residue, dirt, 
grease, etc. The second shampoo increases 
blood flow to your scalp, which accelerates 

hair growth. Conditioner is essential. Not only 
does it treat your tresses, it closes the follicle 
opened up by shampoo. Some men are mysti-
fied and think they don’t need conditioner 
because they don’t have long hair. Wrong.

“Product is the key,” says Campbell, 
who believes less is more for everything 
from shampoos to hair sprays to gels. When 
choosing a shampoo and conditioner, check 
the ingredients. Water should be the first 
ingredient listed, which means the product is 

water-soluble. Avoid wax and silicones, which 
cause buildup in your hair. If you’re looking 
to lighten your lacklustre locks, see a profes-
sional. “If the hair is done correctly, it should 
remain in good health,” says Campbell. Don’t 
try homemade recipes that include lemon. 
The fruit’s acidic level destroys the pH level of 
your hair.

To kibosh tangles, comb your hair in the 
shower. Comb it; don’t brush it. Combs do a 
better job at shrinking your kinks and purging 
excess hair. After combing, brush your hair 

while you dry it. Contrary to popular belief, 
Campbell says drying doesn’t damage your 
hair. You’ll get the best results if you divide 
your hair into sections and brush each section 
as you go.

Eyebrows and lips: Practical tips 
for both sexes
But gorgeous hair isn’t just about maintaining 
the mop on your head, it’s also keeping your 
eyebrows and lip hair in line. Yes, women have 

stashes too — and not all are fundraising for 
prostate cancer. Long time aesthetician Pat Fry 
says eyebrows should be professionally shaped 
at least once every four months — preferably 
once a month — and plucked in the interim. 
Pluck below the eyebrow, not above; oth-
erwise you’ll be lowering your brows. Pluck 
between the eyebrows too. No one wants a 
highway of hair running across their brow.

Men too should pluck. But Fry says 
men usually don’t need to pluck very high 
underneath on the brow, just need to get the 
stragglers. To purge a man of his bushy brow, 
use small scissors to snip away unwanted 
hairs. When it comes to stripping the stash, 
upper lip hair can be conquered with a store-
bought waxing kit at home, but it’s important 
to know what you’re doing. “Not all facial hair 
grows in the same direction,” says Fry. “You 
might not get it all in one try.”

Hey there, good lookin’: Now that we’ve 
revealed our priceless beauty tips, it’s time for 
you to put this wealth of information into 
practice. Consider this a vanity affair. While 
excessive vanity can lead to problems, it’s only 
when you are comfortable in your own skin 
that anything becomes possible. Z

hers THE VANITY AFFAIR

It’s only when you are comfortable in your own skin that 
anything becomes possible.

Conditioner is essential. Not only does it treat your tresses, it 
closes the follicle opened up by shampoo. 
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SOLVE PUZZLES

WHEN life gets busy, it’s hard 

to make the time to eat well. 

Toss in physical exercise, dietary 

restrictions, stress, decreased levels of nutri-

ents in food, the convenience of processed 

food, and it can be hard to get what your 

body needs from food alone. 

As you will read in the following Q&A 

with nutritionists, dietitians and other health 

experts, professionals have different under-

standings of the subject of nutrition and 

supplements. While some argue you can get 

most nutrients by eating a balanced diet 

according to Canada’s Food Guide, others sug-

gest this is usually not enough.

There is one thing that the experts agree 

on: Use caution. Before taking supplements, 

consult your doctor. Ask for tests to deter-

mine your baseline levels of key nutrients. 

Consider your age, gender, activity level, health 

conditions and other variables. For women, 

pregnancy and menopause are additional vari-

ables. For more detail, see the table on page 30.

The following experts were interviewed 

separately and the transcripts edited 

and combined below.

Beyond fo! 
THE OPTIMYZ 

Supplement Guide
Will a balanced diet give you all the nutrients you need? 
Depends who you ask. To get a global view, OptiMYz polled 
experts with a wide range of viewpoints.
BY MOLLY SEGAL
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that you’re in, soil may be depleted in certain minerals.

BK: Most North Americans need supplements because they are 

malnourished, even though they consume a lot of calories. Many 

of the nutrients are stripped away in modern food processing. We 

are depleting the soil’s nutrients faster than they can be 

replaced. Add to this the effects of soil erosion and 

improper crop rotation, and you end up with barren 

soils. And many people suffer from poor digestion 

from inadequate nutrition, low stomach acid, low 

levels of digestive enzymes, low counts of good bacte-

ria (probiotics) and high counts of pathogenic bacteria.

TG: Let’s say I live in Nova Scotia where soil is 

depleted of selenium, I am still going to eat food from 

cover THE OPTIMYZ SUPPLEMENT GUIDE

We ask the experts: Who needs supplements?

SHERRY TORKOS is the author of The 

Canadian Encyclopedia of Natural 

Medicine among other health books. 

She is a pharmacist and certified fitness 

instructor. sherrytorkos.com

Do people generally need supplements — and why?

ST: Yes because even minor deficiencies in vitamins and miner-

als can affect our health. Most people don’t get adequate nutrition 

from diet alone. They eat fast and processed food that is 

almost devoid of nutritional value. Other factors that 

deplete nutrients in our body include stress, pre-

scription drugs, pollution, smoke, and alcohol. The 

standard diet is shockingly poor, devoid of nutrients 

and way too high in refined sugar, saturated fat and artifi-

cial ingredients like preservatives and dyes.

PD: Some nutrients are hard to get because soils are depleted. 

Ontario is low in selenium and iodine. Depending on the region 

malnourished, even though they consume a lot of calories. Many 

of the nutrients are stripped away in modern food processing. We 

are depleting the soil’s nutrients faster than they can be 

replaced. Add to this the effects of soil erosion and 

improper crop rotation, and you end up with barren 

soils. And many people suffer from poor digestion 

from inadequate nutrition, low stomach acid, low 

levels of digestive enzymes, low counts of good bacte-

Yes because even minor deficiencies in vitamins and miner-

als can affect our health. Most people don’t get adequate nutrition 

from diet alone. They eat fast and processed food that is 

almost devoid of nutritional value. Other factors that 

scription drugs, pollution, smoke, and alcohol. The 

standard diet is shockingly poor, devoid of nutrients 

and way too high in refined sugar, saturated fat and artifi-

DR. THERESA GLANVILLE is a nutritionist 

and dietician at Mount Saint Vincent 

University. She was on the committee 

that developed Eating Well with Canada’s 

Food Guide, a revised version of Canada’s 

Food Guide.

PAUL SAUNDERS has a PhD and an 

ND and practices as a naturopathic 

doctor in Dundas, Ontario. He 

teaches at the Canadian College of 

Naturopathic Medicine in Toronto. 

BRYCE WYLDE is an expert in 

alternative medicine. He hosts 

a television show, Wylde on 

Health, and is the author of 

The Antioxidant Prescription. 

wyldeabouthealth.com

NICK BELLISSIMO, a Ph.D in nutritional 

sciences, is an assistant professor at 

Mount Saint Vincent University in 

Halifax, NS.

SAM GRACI is a researcher and formulator 

in the field of human health and nutrition. 

He created the most award-winning green 

drink to the Canadian market.

greensplus.com/sam-graci.php

BRAD KING is a nutrition expert and the author 

of eight health books. For more information visit 

his website: awakenyourbody.com.
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Ontario and California because of global food distribution, so 

this doesn’t come into effect unless they are on a strict locally 

grown diet. If you follow Eating Well with Canada’s Food Guide, 

you should be able to reach all your nutrients. The problem is 

most people don’t eat well. People who don’t drink milk and 

don’t eat the recommended amount of vegetables may need a 

supplement.

What supplements would you suggest someone 
take to maintain a basic level of health?

PD: Vitamins B, C and D and rest are very important. If you cook 

your vegetables you lose the B vitamins, which are essential to 

manage stress. Even in the summer, it is worth taking vitamin D 

if you wear sunscreen. We lack the enzymes to produce vitamin C, 

which reduces the risk for colds and flu.

BW: Vitamin D needs to be taken with a fatty meal for best 

absorption because it’s fat-soluble. We’re all low in Omega 3 fats 

and Vitamin D, so take fish oil with Vitamin D. The larger fatty fish 

are contaminated, so it’s a trade-off. We can turn to supplementa-

tion to get around that.

NB: If you have an adequate diet, you can theoretically get 

all the vitamins you need. The question of vitamin supplements is 

specific to the vitamin. In adolescence, you need more. With diet 

you’re supplementing with nutrients without taking a supplement 

per se. Canada’s Food Guide is science based. It’s the strategy that 

at a fundamental level Canadians should be following to mitigate 

disease risk.

BK: A high quality multi-vitamin/mineral formula is cellular 

insurance. A high-alpha whey protein shake helps the body reju-

venate and supports an optimal mental state. In a plant-derived 

humic-acid trace mineral formula the minerals are complete and 

bioavailable.

What about individuals with special needs? 

BW: I advocate objective assessment — biological assessment test-

ing. I send out saliva, urine, blood to labs. We’re not saying: Here’s 

what you need just to avoid scurvy. We’re talking about how to 

enhance immune function by using optimal daily allowances. You 

do have to go above and beyond to get therapeutic levels.

ST: Severe nutrient deficiencies are rare in Canada but can 

occur in those with malabsorption syndromes like Crohn’s and 

Celiac disease, among the elderly and in those who eat poorly. 

Nutrients that are most often lacking in the diet include vitamin D, 

calcium, vitamin C, vitamin B12, iron, and selenium. Inadequate 

intake of omega-3 fatty acids is common.

TG: Once you get over 50, it’s harder to meet your B12 require-

ment. I would recommend taking a multi vitamin because it’s not 

too high, it’s not too low. All women of reproductive age should take 

a vitamin and mineral supplement that includes iron and folic acid. 

If you’re a vegetarian you have to take iron. You need to have B 

vitamins but taking more of them has no benefit. You’re going to get 

them through the diet. The amount you need is miniscule. None of 

us take in enough dairy products to meet enough vitamin D, but you 

get that from a multi-vitamin, multi-mineral.

SG: Years of repetitive use and excessive acidity on joints 

leads to the deterioration we call osteoarthritis. Recent research 

concluded that eggshell membrane significantly reduced both joint 

pain and stiffness. Jeannette Graf, M.D. shows that clear skin can 

only be built from the inside-out. To remove the excess acidity that 

causes systemic inflammation, especially just under the skin, she 

recommends we use a green drink first thing in the morning.

What do you recommend to bust colds and fl us?

ST: The only natural product that has a Health Canada approved 

claim for preventing colds and flu is standardized extract of North 

American ginseng, CVT E-002. 

SG: Chicken broth removes congestion from clogged nasal pas-

sages and contains an enormous amount of the amino acids that 

increase the mood-modulating hormone serotonin. You may add 

vitamin C, garlic, astragalus, echinacea and Siberian ginseng. Plant-

based green drinks quickly neutralize the excessive acidity in the 

cover THE OPTIMYZ SUPPLEMENT GUIDE

Indicators that you are low on key 
nutrients include fatigue, skin 
rash, frequent colds, hair loss and 
poor vision.
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human body. In an alkaline environment, viruses, bacteria, fungus 

and yeast cannot grow easily.

Dr. Michael Holick recommends we supplement with vitamin 

D3, which is a pro-hormone, during sunless months. This enhances 

calcium absorption and is a powerful support for a healthy immune 

system to prevent colds and flus.

What about active people?

ST: Endurance athletes require more antioxidants because their 

level of activity can generate more free radicals. Those who exercise 

intensely will require more macro and micro-nutrients. 

PD: They probably need more protein and more electrolytes like 

magnesium and potassium. Because of stress, they probably need 

more vitamins. They also need more rest.

SG: Serious athletes should drink a protein shake at every 

breakfast, including unsweetened rice, hemp, almond or soy milk 

and protein powder from either high-alpha whey protein isolate or 

a vegan protein powder. Add berries, ground flax seeds, plain white 

yogurt, D-ribose to increase natural energy, and creatine monohy-

drate to increase muscle energy.

BW: We know from research that about 30 minutes after work-

ing out you’re actually immune compromised. So supplementing 

with echinacea can keep you from getting sick after exercise. 

Studies have also shown that athletes require a lot more vitamin C.

TG: Their energy requirements are going to go up, so they are 

going to take in more nutrients from food. The only nutrient that’s 

an issue for training athletes is iron. Any athlete training at a high 

level should have their iron screened. The life span of a red blood 

cell is shorter in runners because of oxidative stress.

BK: I would add products that include branched chain amino 

acids (BCAAs) both before and after working out, as well as 

L-glutamine and a multi-vitamin/mineral. Also, Co-Q10 (ubiquinol) 

and carnitine, which supports the natural energy cycles of the body.

How do you draw the line between therapeutic and 
mega doses?

BW: Usually people are under-dosing. For example, Vitamin C 

through intravenous delivery has been proven to fight can-

cer. The main reason people say something doesn’t work is 

Quick hits from the experts*

To reduce stress…
The herbal adaptogens rhodiola rosea, ashwaganda, panax ginseng, 
Siberian ginseng. Also L-theanine and B-vitamins.

To lose weight…
Green tea extract, conjugated linoleic acid (CLA); white kidney bean 
extract; research on safflower oil looks promising.

To gain muscle…
Protein powders, creatine monohydrate, glutamine and other amino 
acids including branch chain amino acids such as leucine, isoleucine 
and valine.

To reduce arthritis and joint pain…
Glucosamine, chondroitin, proteolytic enzymes, fish oil, and Celadrin 
(fatty acid derivative) for osteoarthritis. Research on egg shell mem-
brane is promising.

To improve sexual satisfaction…
Arginine, tribulus, panax ginseng, and ginkgo for men and women. 
The amino acid arginine is called “nature’s Viagra.”

To support hormones…
Cruciferous vegetable extracts and broccoli sprout extract. For men, 
chrysin and stinging nettle root extracts.

To improve mental clarity…
Omega 3s for intelligence, emotional balance and regulation of 
behavior. Periwinkle plant extract increases circulation in the brain. 
L-theanine (Suntheanine) has been shown to improve mental focus 
and clarity.

To improve skin health…
Essential fats, vitamin C, methol sulfanol methane (MSM), and green 
drinks.

To improve nails and hair…
A multi-nutrient that contains silica, boron and amino acids.

To protect vision…
Lutein along with vitamins C and E, beta-carotene and zinc.

*Cited above, and compiled from other sources.
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that they don’t take enough of it. But too much 

of a good thing is not a good thing either.

Mega-dosing is the blind assumption that 

a high dose of an ingredient is beneficial when 

you have no idea what your levels currently are. 

Therapeutic dosing is when you’re taking a large 

dose when you know you’re missing something.

PD: If a patient has a particular health problem, you can 

use supplements to address the problem. If someone has microcytic 

anemia, vitamin B12 or B12 folic acid is important. It’s something 

you can get in meat, but not in a vegetarian diet.

TG: There is no benefit to taking more than recommended 

doses. The rest of it will become degraded. There is a disadvantage 

to having not enough but no advantage to having more. The 

dietary reference index in the food guide is evidence based.

NB: There is very little evidence that mega-doses contribute to 

health. You have to be careful. Vitamin A, for instance, can have 

negative effects like toxicity, gastrointestinal, muscle coordination 

and liver damage. We set requirements so Canadians will know 

what to consume and in the right quantities and to prevent 

deficiencies.

What role do probiotics and digestive 
enzymes play?

BW: We used to get probiotics through soil organisms but now we’ve 
over-sprayed. High doses can benefit your immune system — it’s kind 
of a buffer of your gut. Probiotics also fight colitis and diarrhea. I’m 
not an advocate of enzymes unless you’re talking about inflammation. 
If your body realizes you’re getting these externally, it might stop 
producing them. 

ST: People who need probiotic supplements include those who 

have taken antibiotics, who have Crohn’s, colitis, celiac, or IBS, 

who travel to foreign countries, and those under stress.

What role do trace minerals play?

BK: They play a large role in bone health. Deficiencies in the trace 

minerals copper and manganese can lead to significant loss of 

bone density. One study of post-menopausal women concluded that 

calcium on its own is effective only at slowing the rate of bone 

loss, but where participants were given both calcium 

and trace minerals, the bone loss was stopped 

completely. Trace minerals are also critical for 

utilizing nutrients, helping enzymes and hormones 

function properly, enhancing cellular energy, aiding 

in oxygen storage, and supporting immune function and 

brain function.

What should the reader consider when researching 
supplements?

BK: A natural food-based source of trace elements and other vital 

nutrients is superior to inorganic or synthetic nutrients. However, 

modern agricultural practices have made it difficult to find natural 

food-derived sources for many of the vital nutrients we need each 

day — especially where trace minerals are concerned.

BW: Nothing is safe until it’s been tested for you. Herbs, 

vitamins E, K, A, D — anything fat soluble — should be taken with 

precaution.

What are your top food choices for overall health?

ST: I recommend lean proteins like beans, nuts, and free-range 

poultry. My top grains for fibre and nutrients are chia seed, quinoa, 

buckwheat and hemp. 

SG: People are missing a lot of green, alkalinizing vegeta-

bles in their diet so I encourage salads and green leafy 

vegetables and fresh sprouts. They are generally not eating 

enough fermented foods such as miso, apple cider vinegar, and 

unsweetened yogurt. Eat fresh, ripe seasonal fruit daily. Enjoy 

unsalted raw seeds and nuts, such as flax, sunflower, pumpkin 

seeds and raw nuts such as almonds and walnuts. Most people 

misinterpret thirst for hunger and eat when they should be 

drinking more water. Most women in particular do not eat 

enough protein in a day. Z
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that they don’t take enough of it. But too much 

you have no idea what your levels currently are. 

Therapeutic dosing is when you’re taking a large 

dose when you know you’re missing something.

loss, but where participants were given both calcium 

and trace minerals, the bone loss was stopped 

completely. Trace minerals are also critical for 

utilizing nutrients, helping enzymes and hormones 

function properly, enhancing cellular energy, aiding 

in oxygen storage, and supporting immune function and 

brain function.

Most people misinterpret thirst 
for hunger and eat when they 
should be drinking more water. 
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From seeds to sprouts
Sprouting provides healthy nutrients from your own kitchen throughout the winter.
BY KIM SLAUENWHITE

Sprouting, which is the process of 
germinating seeds to be eaten in a raw 
form, is a simple and inexpensive way to 
obtain an excellent source of nutrient-dense 
food throughout the cold Canadian winter. 
Doing it yourself makes these delicious 
foods even tastier.

You can choose to sprout:
 » SEEDS: alfalfa, clover, oats, radish, 

fenugreek, sunflower
 » GRAINS: rye, wheat, buckwheat, 

barley, millet, rice
 » LEGUMES: lentils, mung beans, 

soybeans

These sprouts are an excellent source of 
chlorophyll and a synergistic combination 
of vitamins A, C, D, E, and B-complex, along 
with calcium, iron and phosphorus. They also 
contain a powerhouse of enzymes that aid in 
the digestibility of the sprouts and help to the 
body to utilize the nutrients they contain.

Adding sprouts to your diet also helps 
to maintain the body’s acid/alkaline balance. 
A diet high in animal protein and processed 
foods creates an acidic environment within 
the body that can lead to disease. Increasing 

your intake of fresh and natural plant foods 
like sprouts helps to increase the alkalinity of 
your body, lowering your risk of disease.

Even if you are not an avid gardener, all 
you need to sprout seeds in your kitchen is 
the right seeds, fresh water, a mason jar and 
some cheesecloth.

You can obtain organic seeds for 
sprouting from most health food stores or 
farmers’ markets, or you can order on-line. 
One of my favorite seed combinations is a 
Sandwich Booster available from sprouting.
com that blends clover, alfalfa, radish and 
non-GMO canola. 

The process is simple: Place one to two 
tablespoons of seeds in a mason jar and cover 
the opening with cheesecloth, securing it with 
a rubber band. Rinse the seeds once or twice, 
discarding the water after rinsing. Refill with 
about one cup of fresh water and soak the 
seeds for approximately six hours.

Discard the soaking water, rinse once or 
twice more, and then drain the water. Prop 
the jar upside down at an angle in a bowl. 
Keep the jar in a warm spot on your kitchen 
counter and continue to rinse the seeds every 
morning and night. Within three to six days 
the seeds will sprout and you can enjoy these 

tasty nutrient-dense plants. Once the sprouts 
are ready to be eaten, place them in a sealed 
container in the fridge. 

You can add sprouts to salads, sandwiches, 
even smoothies. For a delicious sandwich, use 
whole grain bread or a wrap with hummus, 
thinly sliced cucumbers, tomatoes and a hand-
ful of sprouts.

For a salad that is sure to please, combine 
grated beets, carrots and apple, top with feta 
cheese and sprouts and add a dressing of flax 
oil, lemon juice, tamari and grated ginger.

The fact you “made” the sprouts yourself 
will make it all the tastier! Z

do it yourself

LIVING in Canada in the winter, it can be a struggle to obtain fresh 
living foods that haven’t travelled thousands of kilometres before 
they get to your kitchen. The importance of eating nutrient-dense 

plant foods is well documented in helping us stay healthy. They help to 
lower cholesterol and blood pressure, boost our immune system, increase 
energy and aid in cellular renewal.
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Nutrient recommendations FOR INDIVIDUALS 19 YEARS AND OLDER

VITAMINS FOOD SOURCES RDA OR AI* UPPER INTAKE LEVEL SIDE EFFECTS/TOXICITY

Vitamin A Liver, dairy products, and oily fish 
(Beta-carotene is found in orange 
and green vegetables and fruit)

(mcg/day) 
Men = 900 
Women = 700

(mcg/day) 
Men = 3,000 
Women = 3,000 
Note: 1 mcg = 3.33 IU

Liver toxicity and birth defects (associated with 
vitamin A, not beta-carotene)

Vitamin B1  
(thiamine)

Brewer’s yeast, organ meats, 
whole grains, legumes, and nuts

(mg/day) 
Men = 1.2 
Women = 1.1

Not determined No adverse effects known with food or supplements

Vitamin B2  
(riboflavin)

Dairy, whole grains, meat, eggs, 
dark green vegetables, fortified 
cereals

(mg/day) 
Men = 1.3 
Women = 1.1

Not determined No adverse effects known with food or supplements

Vitamin B3  
(nicotinic acid,  
nicotinamide)

Fish, meat, poultry, dairy, nuts, 
seeds, whole grains, fortified 
cereals

(mg/day) 
Men = 16 
Women = 14

35 mg/day No adverse effects from niacin in foods; supplements 
may cause flushing and upset stomach; higher doses 
(500 mg/day) may cause liver problems, particularly 
with time-release products

Vitamin B5  
(pantothenic 
acid)

Liver, kidney, egg yolk, brewer’s 
yeast, broccoli, chicken, beef, 
whole grains, legumes

(mg/day)* 
Men = 5 
Women = 5

Not determined No adverse effects known from foods or supplements

Vitamin B6  
(pyridoxine)

Fortified cereals, bananas, spinach, 
chicken, salmon, organ meat

(mg/day) 
Men and women 
19–50 years = 1.3 
Men 51+ = 1.7 
Women 51+ = 1.5

(mg/day) 
Men = 100 
Women = 100

No adverse effects from food; high-dose supplements 
may cause neuropathy (pain and numbness in 
extremities)

Vitamin B12  
(cobalamin)

Meat, poultry, fish, milk, and 
fortified cereals

(mcg/day) 
Men = 2.4 
Women = 2.4

Not determined No adverse effects known from foods or supplements

Biotin Egg yolk, liver, wheat bran, yeast, 
oatmeal, soybeans, cauliflower, 
mushrooms, and nuts

(mcg/day)* 
Men = 30 
Women = 30

Not determined No adverse effects known from foods or supplements

Folate  
(folic acid)

Dark leafy vegetables, fortified 
cereals, citrus fruits, and legumes

(mcg/day) 
Men = 400 
Women = 400

(mcg/day) 
Men = 1,000 
Women = 1,000

No adverse effects known from foods or supplements

Vitamin C  
(ascorbic acid)

Citrus fruit, tomatoes, red peppers, 
broccoli, strawberries, and 
potatoes

(mg/day) 
Men = 90 
Women = 75

(mg/day) 
Men = 2,000 
Women = 2,000

Upset stomach, diarrhea, kidney stones (in those at 
risk), excess iron absorption

Vitamin D Fatty fish (mackerel, salmon, 
sardines), fish liver oils, eggs from 
hens fed vitamin D, and milk

(mcg/day)* 
Men and women 
19–50 years = 15 
50–70 = 15 
71+ = 20

(mcg/day) 
Men = 50 
Women = 50 
Note: 1 mcg = 40 IU 

Hypercalcemia (calcium deposits in kidneys, arteries, 
heart, ears, and lungs, and bone loss); symptoms 
include headache, weakness, nausea, vomiting, 
constipation

Vitamin E Vegetable oils (olive, sunflower, 
safflower oils), nuts, whole grains, 
and green leafy vegetables

(mg/day) 
Men = 15 
Women = 15

(mg/day) 
Men = 1,000 
Women = 1,000 
Note: 1 mg alphato-
copherol = 1.5 IU 

No adverse effects from vitamin E-containing foods; 
supplements may increase the risk of bleeding in 
some individuals, particularly those taking blood-
thinning drugs

Vitamin K Green leafy vegetables, cabbage, 
Brussels sprouts, vegetable oils 
(canola, soybean, cottonseed, and 
olive)

(mcg/day)* 
Men = 120 
Women = 90

Not determined No adverse effects known from foods or 
supplements; those taking anticoagulant drugs 
should monitor their intake of vitamin K

MINERALS FOOD SOURCES RDA OR AI* UPPER INTAKE LEVEL SIDE EFFECTS/TOXICITY

Calcium Dairy, tofu, cabbage, kale, broccoli, 
bok choy, and legumes

(mg/day)* 
Men and women 
19–70 = 800 
70+ = 1000

(mg/day) 
Men = 2,500 
Women = 2,500

May cause kidney stones, hypercalcemia (high blood 
calcium), and kidney problems in those at risk; high 
doses may cause constipation and gas

Magnesium Leafy green vegetables, unrefined 
grains, nuts, seeds, meat, milk, 
soybeans, tofu, legumes, and figs

(mg/day) 
Men 19–30 = 340 
Men older than 30 
= 320 
Women 19–30 = 300 
Women 31+ = 255

(mg/day) 
Men = 350 
Women = 350

No adverse effects from magnesium in food; high-
dose supplements may cause diarrhea
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MINERALS FOOD SOURCES RDA OR AI* UPPER INTAKE LEVEL SIDE EFFECTS/TOXICITY

Phosphorus Dairy products, meat, fish, eggs, 
nuts, lentils, cereals, and bread

(mg/day) 
Men = 580 
Women = 580

(mg/day) 
Men 19–70 = 4,000 
Men 70+ = 3,000 
Women 19–70 = 4,000 
Women 70+ = 3,000

High doses may cause calcification of soft tissues 
(kidneys), reduced calcium absorption and bone 
mass; those with kidney disease are at greatest risk 
of toxicity

TRACE MINERALS FOOD SOURCES RDA OR AI* UPPER INTAKE LEVEL SIDE EFFECTS/TOXICITY

Chromium Whole grains, cereals, green beans, 
broccoli, meat, poultry, and fish

(mcg/day)* 
Men 19–50 = 35 
Men 51+ = 30 
Women 19–50 = 25 
Women 51+ = 20

Not determined Reports of kidney failure and impaired liver function 
with high doses (greater than1,200 mcg/day) over 
long periods of time

Copper Organ meats, shellfish, nuts, seeds, 
whole grain, prunes, and dark 
green vegetables

(mcg/day) 
Men = 700 
Women = 700

(mcg/day) 
Men = 10,000 
Women = 10,000

Toxicity is rare and causes abdominal pain, vomit-
ing, liver and kidney damage, and coma; doses up 
to 10,000 mcg/day are not associated with toxicity, 
except in those with Wilson’s disease, Indian child-
hood cirrhosis, or idiopathic copper toxicosis

Fluoride Fluoridated drinking water, marine 
fish with bones, and tea

(mg/day)* 
Men = 4 
Women = 3

(mg/day) 
Men = 10 
Women = 10

Dental and skeletal fluorosis may occur at doses 
greater than two times the AI; acute toxicity seen 
at doses of 5 mg/kg body weight causes nausea, 
abdominal pain, and diarrhea

Iodine Salt, seafood, sea vegetables (kelp), 
and vegetables grown in iodine-
rich soil

(mg/day) 
Men = 95 
Women = 95

(mg/day) 
Men = 1,100 
Women = 1,100

High intakes may cause hypothyroidism and goiter; 
toxicity is rare and occurs only with very high doses; 
symptoms include burning of the mouth, throat, 
and stomach; fever, nausea, and vomiting; those 
with iodine deficiency, goiter, cystic fibrosis, or 
thyroid disease may be more susceptible to adverse 
effects

Iron Fruits, vegetables, fortified bread 
and cereals, meat, poultry, and fish

(mg/day) 
Men = 6 
Women 19–50 = 8.1 
Women older than 
50 = 5

(mg/day) 
Men = 45 
Women = 45

Iron supplements (regular doses) may cause nausea, 
vomiting, and constipation; overdose can be fatal; 
individuals with genetic disorders of iron overload 
(hemochromatosis), alcoholic cirrhosis, and liver 
disease may experience adverse effects with intakes 
below the UL

Manganese Whole grains, nuts, legumes, leafy 
green vegetables, avocados, egg 
yolks, and teas

(mg/day)* 
Men = 2.3 
Women = 1.8

(mg/day) 
Men = 11 
Women = 11

Inhaled manganese dust and high levels in drinking 
water can be toxic to the brain; those with liver 
disease may be at increased risk of adverse effects 
from manganese

Molybdenum Legumes, nuts, whole grains, liver, 
and hard drinking water

(mcg/day) 
Men = 45 
Women = 45

(mcg/day) 
Men = 2,000 
Women = 2,000

Toxicity is rare and may cause gout-like symptoms 
and neurological problems; those with copper defi-
ciency are at increased risk of molybdenum toxicity

Selenium Organ meats, seafood, plants, and 
grains grown in selenium-rich soil

(mcg/day) 
Men = 55 
Women = 55

(mcg/day) 
Men = 400 
Women = 400

Toxicity may occur at doses greater than 400 mcg/
day and causes hair and nail brittleness and loss, 
upset stomach, skin rash, fatigue, and irritability

Zinc Red meat, shellfish, eggs, whole 
grains, and fortified cereals

(mg/day) 
Men = 11 
Women = 8

(mg/day) 
Men = 40 
Women = 40

Zinc toxicity causes abdominal pain, diarrhea, nau-
sea and vomiting. High dosages of supplements may 
reduce copper levels.

ELECTROLYTES FOOD SOURCES RDA OR AI* UPPER INTAKE LEVEL SIDE EFFECTS/TOXICITY

Potassium Bananas, baked potatoes, oranges 
and orange juice, raisins, arti-
chokes, avocados, spinach, nuts, 
seeds, lima beans, meat, cod, 
chicken, and salmon

(mg/day)* 
Men = 4,700 
Women = 4,700

Not determined Adverse effects include nausea, vomiting, abdominal 
pain, and diarrhea; symptoms of toxicity include 
tingling in extremities, muscle weakness, temporary 
paralysis, and abnormal heart rhythm

Sodium Salt, processed foods (deli meats), 
soy sauce, pickles, snack foods 
(chips, pretzels, salted nuts), and 
canned tomato juice

(g/day)* [Salt] 
Men and women: 
19–50 = 1.5 [3.8] 
51–70 = 1.3 [3.3] 
71+ = 1.2 [3.0]

For all adults: 2.3 g/
day of sodium 5.8 g/
day of salt 
Note: 2 g of sodium 
= 5 g of salt (sodium 
chloride)

Ingestion of a high amount may cause edema, 
elevated blood pressure, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, 
and abdominal cramps

*Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA); Adequate Intake (AI) recommendation.
Note: Levels for pregnant and lactating women not included.
Reprinted with permission from The Canadian Encyclopedia of Natural Medicine by Sherry Torkos, John Wiley & Son, 2008.
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Pure Protein offers a 50 gram size bar that is great for a snack on the 

go. These bars contain 20 grams of protein and only 2 grams of sugar. Pure 

protein. Eat good. Look great! pureprotein.net

Hyaluronic Acid is an important factor in 

skin rejuvenation, joint health, and it supports 

healthy connective tissue. Use daily as part of 

your beauty regimen and active living lifestyle. 

Now in an easier-to-use, and better absorbed 

liquid formulation from omegaalpha.ca. 

SierraSil® is a patented, all natural mineral 

complex that has been clinically proven to reduce 

inflammation and the breakdown of human 

cartilage by up to 78%. For joint pain, arthritis, 

fibromyalgia, chronic joint inflammation, injuries, 

digestive disorders as well as enhancing sport 

performance. sierrasil.ca.

BioSteel’s High Performance Sports 
Drink recently earned NSF International’s 

Certified for Sport® designation. Containing the 

highest-quality amino acids and electrolytes with 

no sugars or unwanted additives, it provides faster 

in-game recovery, reduces muscle damage and 

increases energy levels while decreasing fatigue. 

biosteel.com

ADULT ESSENTIALS Omega-
3 gummies are made with pure 

sourced, triple distilled 100% fish oil. Multi, 

B-Complex, B-12, and Vitamin D Gummies are 

dairy, gluten and nut free, with no artificial 

sweeteners, flavours or colours.  100% 

licensed and approved by Health Canada. 

adultgummies.com

Liquid Greens Chlorophyll has many health 

benefits as both a natural cleanser and energizing 

tonic. Cherished by athletes as a potent antioxidant 

and bronchial dilator, chlorophyll also helps to repair 

tissue. globalbotanical.com

TrueBASICS Solo multivitamin 
supplies essential nutrients. In a comparison 

of 1,500 supplements on the market, Truestar’s 

multivitamins received the highest gold-medal 

rating based on 18 criteria. With nutrients 

necessary to maintain energy, metabolic health 

and hormonal balance and to prevent nutrient 

deficiencies. truestar.com

PGX® DAILY Ultra Matrix Softgels 

will change your life, even if you don’t. PGX is a 

novel compound proven to promote healthy blood 

sugar management by slowing digestion and 

reducing the glycemic index of meals. Regulating 

blood sugar is a key factor in many health 

conditions, including weight gain. PGX can help 

you lose weight safely and gradually.

Supplement Guide: On the shelf
SierraSil®
complex that has been clinically proven to reduce 

inflammation and the breakdown of human 

cartilage by up to 78%. For joint pain, arthritis, 

fibromyalgia, chronic joint inflammation, injuries, 

digestive disorders as well as enhancing sport 

performance. 
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IntelliKal is a “smart” calcium 

supplement that supports both 

cardiovascular and bone health. IntelliKal’s 

key active ingredient is MenaQ7, the 

branded K2 Vitamin from the Norwegian 

company NattoPharma. Purchase online at 

intellikal.com.

Naturally Nova Scotia’s ultimate gluten-free Nova 
Greens is certified organic. Includes Chinese mushrooms, algae, 

superfoods, phytonutrients, and medicinal herbs. Nova Greens’ powerful 

raw, whole food formula strengthens your immune system, increases 

energy, detoxifies and supports digestive health. 

naturallynovascotia.com

Ultimate Multi Maximum-
Daily-Performance vitamin/
mineral formula supports cellular repair, 

replacement and replenishment. Contains 

advanced, research-proven forms of nutrients 

that help reduce stress, support metabolism, 

manage glucose levels, modulate immunity, 

enhance cell renewal and reduce free radicals. 

pno.ca

EMERGEN-C unlocks the power of Vitamin 

C. 1,000 mg of Vitamin C to boost immunity 

and B Vitamins for energy in a fizzing flavored 

drink mix. Innovative technology loaded with 

32 mineral complexes as well as B Vitamins, 

electrolytes, antioxidants and bioflavonoids. 

emergenc.com

Bio-X is filler free, 100% undenatured whey 

protein isolate with unmatched taste and mix-

ability. When only the best will do for your 

body, it has to be Bio-X Performance. Nutrition.

nutrition-zone.com

Chili Burn contains all natural 

ingredients such as green tea, chili, 

ginger and dill. Recent science has 

clearly shown that it burns fat. We 

aim to safely increase your calorie 

expenditure. As your body burns more 

calories, you lose weight by burning 

stored fat. newnordic.ca

OTG3 delivers all-natural juice cleanse systems straight to your door. 

Gently cleanses your body without harsh detox symptoms, so you can 

cleanse on the go and get on with your day. Whether you are a beginner, 

avid cleanser, executive, or fitness enthusiast, we have a plan for you. 

otg3.com
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ARCH YOUR BACK

Legendary Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu master Royce Gracie travels 
the world teaching martial arts, instilling  the confidence 
and discipline that can change your life.
BY DAVID HOLT | PHOTOGRAPHY BY KELLY CLARK

THE

MENTAL
EDGE

WE arrive for a photo shoot with Royce Gracie, 
the Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu practitioner, mixed 
martial artist and UFC Hall of Famer. Draped 

in a bright blue gi, Gracie is a lithe 6 ft. 1. His handshake is 
firm but not overly so.

Then his eyes change for just a second and he gives 
me that look, just a flicker. It’s a calm intensity that says: “I 
am the master of this domain. Don’t mess with me.”

You sense his enormous personal power and self-con-
fidence, coming from a proven skill in martial arts — and 
probably something far deeper than that. You can imagine 
a gang of thugs meeting him in some dark space, then 
deciding to get the hell out of there.

Gracie is a big supporter of all martial arts, which is the 
number two sport in the world after soccer. “It helps with 
your confidence,” he says. “In any situation you know you 
can defend yourself. You are not afraid to confront or be 
confronted. You walk into a meeting confident. It teaches 

you discipline. Talented people without discipline don’t go 
anywhere.”

Look up the name Gracie and you find a 
sprawling family tree of martial artists that 

started with the previous generation back 
home in Brazil, where Royce learned jiu-
jitsu from his father and his three older 
brothers. At 17 he moved to California to 
help his brother Rorion teach the sport. 
Rorion created the UFC in 1993 as a way 
to test the various martial arts in a single 
competition.

In the first championship Royce Gracie fought three 
times in one night and won the title. “There were no 
rules in the cage at that time,” he says. He is known 
as much for his mental toughness as for his skill as a 
fighter. Over his career he suffered broken bones but was 
almost impossible to defeat.

He holds the most submission victories in UFC history 
with 11. His success with Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu revolution-
ized mixed martial arts, contributing to the movement 
towards grappling and cross-training in the sport.

Gracie is in town to lead a training session. During 
our interview, he watches me and takes in everything 
else in this room where he is the star attraction.

He explains how his father Helio took the traditional 
Japanese sport and developed it into the more sophis-
ticated Brazilian style: “He was a small man who never 
went to school, but he came into this world for a reason. 
He watched the sport in his brother’s studio and invented 
techniques that allowed a small person to compete.”

Helio emphasized timing, leverage and technique 
over size and speed and went on to become a feared 
competitor who defeated many larger opponents. Gracie 
remembers his father teaching him as soon as he could 
walk. “It was a form of play,” he says. Now he teaches his 
own children back home at the Academy in Rio.

“My father started a family quest to promote the 
new style,” he says. “Ours is the best self defence system 
in the world.” Today Royce Gracie remains a man on a 
mission, spending six months a year travelling and 
teaching the sport. Z
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A fighter’s life: The o!cial 
biography

A 6TH DEGREE BLACK BELT in Brazilian 
Jiu-Jitsu, Royce Gracie received his origi-
nal black belt at age 18. He won three 
Ultimate Fighting Championships in 1993 
and 1994.

RECORD HOLDER for the longest MMA 
match in history: 90 minutes against 
Japanese star Kazushi Sakuraba in 2000. 
He also beat Olympic Judo Gold Medalist 
Hidehiko Yoshida. His largest opponent 
was Sumo Grand Champion Akebono, 6’ 
8” and 486lbs, whom he defeated in 2004 
in under three minutes.

STUDENTS include actors Chuck Norris, 
Ed O’Neal, Jim Carrey and Nicholas Cage. 
He has also trained the CIA, FBI, DEA, 
Secret Service, Army Rangers, Army 
Special Forces, Navy Seals and police 
departments.

TRAINING REGIMEN includes running, 
weight training, cross training, meditation 
and Gracie Jiu-Jitsu.

HE LIVES in Southern California with his 
wife and four children.

pain clinic THE MENTAL EDGE

Editor’s note: Royce Gracie spars with his 
friend Ryan Saunders at Bell’s Taekwondo in 
Halifax, NS. Thanks also to Ray McKinnon 
who teaches Japanese Jiu-Jitsu at the 
Bushido-Kai Martial Arts Academy.

“Talented people without discipline don’t go anywhere.”
ROYCE GRACIE

Defence from a 2-hand front choke
Ryan is grabbing Royce’s neck, trying to choke him. 
Royce uses a strike as a distraction, then engages a 
throwing technique where he wraps his arm around 
Ryan’s neck and gets him off balance, throwing him 
down to the ground.

1 2 3

4
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PICTURE YOU’RE PERFECT

Arm lock
Royce is holding Ryan 
down in the mount 
position. He wraps his 
arm under and around 
Ryan’s arm, twisting it 
to make him submit.

Defence from a single shoulder grab
Ryan is attacking Royce with a shoulder grab. Royce uses a 
strike, then applies an arm bar to control Ryan’s attack.

1

1

2

2 3

3
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Getting your life back
Chronic pain can have many underlying factors. A natural approach can 
improve quality of life by reducing its causes and symptoms.
BY THERESA JAHN, ND

DO you have pain that just won’t go away? If you suffer from an 
old injury, an autoimmune condition such as rheumatoid arthritis 
or reccurring migraines, you know that persistent pain can signifi-

cantly impact many aspects of life. In a word, it can take away the fun.

The question to ask: Why do you have 
chronic pain? Food sensitivities, stress, poor 
diet and lifestyle choices, and environmental 
exposures or sensitivities may all contribute to 
the underlying reason for pain. Ongoing pain 
often requires thorough investigation and a 
comprehensive treatment plan. By decreasing 
pain, natural therapies can help you revive the 
joy of living.

Acupuncture: The 
ancient Chinese 
solution
Acupuncture is used to 
treat many conditions. 
According to a recent 
survey published in the 
Journal of Alternative and 
Complementary Medicine 
in the US, the most common one 
is pain, specifically low back pain (34%), joint 
pain (16%), neck pain (14%), and headaches 
and migraines (10%). 

A recent review of the research in 
Primary Care concluded that “acupunc-
ture care yields both clinically relevant 
short- and long-term benefits for low back 
pain, knee osteoarthritis, chronic neck pain, 
and headache.” It also mentions that it’s a 
cost-effective strategy to integrate into a 
comprehensive treatment program. 

Acupuncture is a Traditional Chinese 
Medicine treatment believed to be more than 
5,000 years old. The practitioner inserts fine 
needles into specific points found on merid-
ians or tender “ashi” points on the body. The 
points are carefully selected based on each 
person’s individual symptoms. Typically, the 
practitioner stimulates the needles during the 

treatment and heat or electrical stimulation 
may also be applied. 

The exact mechanism of acu-
puncture is still being investigated. 
However, research using func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) has shown that stimulating 
acupuncture points can modulate 

activation of the central nervous 
system. Animal and human studies 

indicate that acupuncture may cause the 
release of opioids — natural painkillers — in 
the brain. It may also have an effect on the 
mental and emotional aspects 
of pain and may help to 
inhibit the inflammatory 
response. 

Food and pain
The food we eat provides 
us with the building blocks 
that our body requires. The 
impact of choosing an anti-inflammatory diet 

rich in whole foods such as vegetables, fruit, 
whole grains and healthy protein and oils can-
not be underestimated.

A large portion of our immune system 
is present in the gastrointestinal tract (GI). 
Inflammation, irritation or changes in the 
bacteria that live in the GI tract may result in 
food sensitivities. Identifying and eliminating 
food sensitivities through either an elimina-
tion diet or specialized testing can result in 
decreased inflammation in the body.    

Fats and pain
Dietary fats, 
specifically poly-
unsaturated fatty 
acids (PUFAs), can 
have a signifi-
cant impact on the 
inflammatory response. 
The average North 
American diet does not contain sufficient 
amounts of the essential Omega 3 fatty acids 
found in fish, seeds and nuts and some veg-
etables. The ratio of Omega 3’s to Omega 6’s 
(another essential fatty acid) is also important. 
Omega 3 fatty acids decrease inflammation, 
while Omega 6’s tend to promote it. 

Omega 3 fatty acids are one of the 
most effective natural anti-inflammatory 
agents available — especially the 
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and 
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) found in 
fish. A recent article on rheumatoid 

arthritis in the Journal of the American 
Board of Family Medicine revealed that 
fish oil has clinical benefit in reducing 

pain clinic
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OPTIMYZ: When people suffer chronic pain from 

illness, accident or injury, how can they use 

exercise to help reduce the pain and as a tool 

for healing?

BRUCE KRAHN: Most important is the need 

for a proper evaluation in order to determine what 

may be causing the pain. Diving headfirst into a 

generic exercise program may make the problem 

worse — not better.

In the case of accident or injury, it is possible that the 

affected area was never properly rehabilitated and this needs to be addressed first. 

If all things check out, then beginning an exercise program with the correct balance 

of strength, flexibility and conditioning will help stretch and strengthen the muscles 

surrounding the joints. This will increase blood flow to the affected areas and allow 

for pain-free movement. Exercise also releases endorphins — our own natural mor-

phine — that will also reduce pain.  

OP: When should people not attempt to exercise?

BK: People should not attempt to exercise if it is against the advice of their 

primary care physician, if they have failed a Par-Q test or if movement brings about 

acute, sharp pain. The term “no pain, no gain” does not apply. 

OP: Can you give an example of a client who used exercise as part of 

the package to deal with pain?

BK: I have a middle-aged male athlete who was experiencing knee and low 

back pain. After a thorough evaluation it was determined that the pain was caused 

by inflexibility of the hip complex (hip flexors, etc.). This was also affecting his 

walking dynamics. We worked on increasing flexibility throughout the hips while 

strengthening the muscles of the posterior chain. He also began wearing orthotics. 

In this case the client was pain free in a matter of weeks. Z

Bruce Krahn is a personal trainer and author of The Fat Fighter Diet. He specializes in 
helping busy people lose fat and gain muscle using science-based methods. Contact: www.
brucekrahn.com and www.ebodi.com

WINTER THE WEATHER

Moving time
Personal trainer Bruce Krahn helps people use fitness 
as a way to reduce pain and promote healing.

Prescription drug abuse is an 
epidemic in US

EVERY day, 40 Americans die 

from prescription painkiller 

abuse, the CDC says. Overdoses of opi-

oid prescription drugs now kill more 

people in the U.S. than do overdoses 

from heroin and cocaine combined.

Prescription drug abuse — taking 

painkillers not for pain, but to get 

high — has tripled since 1999. Rogue 

doctors are a big part of the problem, 

according to CDC Director Thomas 

Frieden, MD. Indeed, a California 

study found that 3% of doctors wrote 

62% of painkiller prescriptions. As a 

result, one in 20 U.S. adults admits to 

having abused prescription narcotics. – 

SOURCE: WEBMD HEALTH NEWS

pain, which has led to reduced use of non-
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. 

Chronic pain is complex. An integrative 
approach using natural therapies can often be 
an effective means of improving quality of 
life. Naturopathic doctors can provide a com-
prehensive assessment of possible underlying 
contributing factors and implement an indi-
vidualized treatment plan. Z

Theresa Jahn BSc, ND practices in Toronto.
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The power of letting go
Healing touch can ease the torment of pain, improving the body’s own 
healing response. Even the terminally ill can benefit.
BY FRANCENE COSMAN

pain clinic

SUFFERERS of chronic pain rightfully engage in a search for 
relief. Conventional and alternative medicine, drug therapy, 
physiotherapy, hot packs and cold packs — sound familiar? 

As a certified Healing Touch practitioner working with terminally ill 
cancer clients, I have seen firsthand what chronic pain can do to the body, 
mind and spirit. Over a 15-year practice, I have observed 
that healing touch (HT) helps even those whose 
intractable pain robs them of any prospect of 
a gentle journey to the end. 

There are many definitions of healing. 
My own is to gain relief from pain and 
suffering, which is different from cur-
ing a disease in the conventional sense. 
When symptoms of the disease or its 
effects subside, relief is palpable. HT 
can help people with many conditions, 
including chronic or acute illness and 
those who are pre or post-operative. 
Extending the hours between doses 
of pain medication allows greater 
lucidity and clarity of thinking, which 
helps functioning to improve.

Healing touch is an energy-based 
biofield therapy derived from the 
ancient art of hands-on healing. It is 
used to clear and balance the body’s 
energy system. Healthy individuals 
have a flow of energy that follows a 
pattern through the body and surrounds 
the body in layers. We are not usually 
aware of this flow as it moves through 
us and around us, yet it has a profound impact on 
our overall health.

With illness and pain comes a disruption of the normal pattern. 
The aim of a healing touch treatment is to restore the balanced flow of 
energy by working with the disrupted pattern by using methods that 
treat the energetic findings. 

The body’s response to stress reduction or pain reduction from an 
HT treatment benefits the immune system. Scientific research in HT 
documents that it promotes deep relaxation, reduces pain and man-
ages stress. It speeds tissue and bone healing and strengthens the 
immune system. Combined with traditional medical approaches, it is 

useful and effective. 
The first visit to a HT Practitioner 

consists of an assessment and history 
of the client’s health challenges. Goals 
for treatment are determined, expec-
tations for outcomes are discussed 
and a treatment plan evolves. At no 
time is HT seen as a replacement for 
conventional medicine and therapy. 
Rather, it is an adjunct to it.

When receiving therapy, the 
client is fully dressed. Often the 
treatment begins with an assess-
ment of the current state of the 
bioenergy field, done with the 
practitioner scanning above the 
body with her hands, sensing clues 
by discerning heat or cold. A small 
pendulum may be used to observe 
the patterns of the energy flow 
over the areas of the body that 
exhibit a strong energy presence. 
Illness and pain disrupt the pattern, 
and the evaluation helps to direct 

the treatment. Usually a deep relax-
ation response occurs, and the body is 

able to let go of stored tension. For suffer-
ers, these are welcome results. 

If you are considering alternative therapy, take the time to consider 
your options. Ask questions of potential care givers, be clear about your 
expectations and be in control of your disease. You are empowering 
your own internal healing mechanism to lead you to wellness. Z
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TMJ: The great imposter 
of the health professions
Jaw joint dysfunction is often misdiagnosed. The result can 
be a host of painful symptoms and their treatments that only 
mask the real condition underneath.
BY DR. GENE JENSEN

pain clinic 

DOES your jaw hurt? If it’s based on TMJ dysfunction, it may be 
only the tip of the iceberg. For one thing, temporomandibular 
joint (TMJ) dysfunction is often misdiagnosed. The TMJ refers to 

the two symmetrical jaw joints located at the upper end of the lower jaw. 
The joints originally evolved as a prehensile organ, much like a monkey’s 
tail, used in the acquisition of food as well as speech. 

About 85% of the population in the US 
and Canada is afflicted with some form of 
abnormal alignment of the teeth or jaws, 
with 25% having pain or other symptoms. 
Currently half of the population clench or 
grind their teeth as the result of stress and/or 
an abnormal bite. There is also an epidemic of 
patients who suffer from TMJ dysfunction and 
gastrointestinal disturbances because of an 
abnormal bite.

These joints depend on the proper 
alignment of the teeth, the bite, and the jaw 
muscles to position themselves painlessly into 
their joint sockets a thousand times a day, 
every day of our lives.

In the year 1900, the average human lifes-
pan was 40 years. It has more than doubled 
in the past 100 years. Unfortunately, because 
of evolution, heredity, diet and lifestyle, fewer 
than 15% of the population of the US and 
Canada have a perfect set of jaws and teeth. 
Add the increased stress of everyday life, which 
is often manifested in clenching and grinding 
of the teeth and jaws, and you have a recipe 
for a multitude of maladies.

When the teeth and jaws are aligned, 
sensors send a biofeedback message to the jaw 
joints and muscles to let them know where 

they are in space. Sensory nerves connect 
to the brain stem and to areas from the 
lower jaw to the forehead. They also link to 
the nerves that are responsible for balance, 
hearing and vision. 

Many areas of the head and face, neck, 
shoulders and arms are interconnected and 
interdependent. All of these areas are affected 
by how the teeth and jaws interact and with 
the amount of force the jaw muscles exert, 
especially when the patient is under stress.

Despite decades of research, TMJ 
dysfunction is not well understood. No-one 
has come forth with a silver bullet, so millions 
of people continue to suffer throughout 
their lives. Unfortunately, many patients 
are misdiagnosed, mistreated, or over-
medicated for years because the professionals 
who treated them did not recognize the 
devastating effects that that this condition 
can have on overall health.

The list of possible symptoms includes 
headaches, loss of visual acuity, sinusitis, 
dental pain, loss of hearing or balance, neck 
and shoulder pain, “pins and needles” down 
the arms and hands, locking jaws, ringing in 
the ears, cavities and gum disease, fractured 
fillings, tongue or cheek biting, difficulties 

with speech and breathing, sleep apnea,  
indigestion and irritable bowel syndrome — 
and in many cases severe jaw pain that is only 
treated symptomatically.

These symptoms can be misdiagnosed 
by either the a physician, who may prescribe 
pain medication to a patient who becomes a 
“legalized drug addict,” or by a dentist who 
might place the patient on a bite plane, extract 
teeth or perform unnecessary root canals.

Permanent solutions are available. Often, 
the patient needs to be treated by rearranging 
the teeth and jaws so the jaw joints can 
function smoothly for a lifetime. Treatment 
can include a combination of braces, jaw 
surgery, replacement of essential missing teeth 
and restorative dentistry to re-establish the 
normal function and esthetics of individual 
teeth. Only then can the patient be free from 
drugs and bite planes and have sufficient self-
esteem and confidence to face the world. Z

Gene Jensen, DDS, MSc, RCDC, Dip in Ortho., is 
based in Halifax and Dartmouth, NS. Contact: 
dr.jensen@ns.sympatico.ca; 
www.jensenorthodontics.com. 

Less than 15% of 
the population of 
the US and Canada 
have a perfect set of 
jaws and teeth.
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LAUGH AT YOUR PAIN

nutrition WITH JENNIFER BRENTON

Resolutions for the new year: 
Are you ready to change?
Changing the way you eat is like any other transition in life. It is best done 
through a gradual series of well-planned steps.

“A year from now, you may wish 
you started today.” This is one 
of my favourite quotes. So 

why do we not start now with those changes 
that we need to make? The answer is simple: 
Change is hard. We all have habits for a rea-
son. They serve us in some way.

The New Year brings with it New Year’s 
Resolutions. Most resolutions include changing 
your diet or increasing exercise. Keeping your 
healthy resolutions depends greatly on how 
ready you are to change. Take the quiz below 
to see how ready you are. Then I will give you 
some tips to help you keep those resolutions. 
Which of the statements best describes you?

1 I am not intending to change my eating 
habits and physical activity levels in the 

next six months.

2 I am thinking about changing my eating 
habits and physical activity levels in the 

next six months.

3 I am intending to change my eating hab-
its and physical activity levels within the 

next month.

4 I have made changes to my eating habits 
and physical activity levels within the 

last six months.

5 I have made changes to my eating habits 
and physical activity levels and have 

maintained the changes for over six months.

6 I am eating well and meet recommended 
physical activity levels; however I am still 

interested in information on healthy eating 
and physical activity.

If you answered:
NO. 1: Thank you for reading this article! 
The best way to get yourself motivated is to 
expose yourself to as much healthy informa-
tion as you can. Ask questions: How do others 
do it? Look at the benefits of making the 
change. Identify what excuses are holding you 
back and brainstorm ways to overcome them.

NO. 2: It is awesome you are thinking 
about making a change. Many people skip 
this step and jump right into action! This can 
lead to failure in the long term. Take time 
to think about how the healthy changes will 
affect your routine. Will you need to get up 
earlier to exercise? In this case, will you need 
to go to bed earlier? Who do you need sup-
port from to make the change? List the pros 
and cons of making the change. Change is 
good for you and those around you, when you 
do it right! If you jump in and take on too 
much, it can be overwhelming.

NO. 3: This is the time to make prepa-
rations to make the change. Evaluate 
what worked and did not work in the past. 
Formulate a plan. Make your goals SMART 
(Specific — what are you going to change? 
Measurable — how will you know you 
achieved it? Action Orientated — what do you 
need to do to achieve it? Realistic — is to too 
big a change? Timed — make the time span 
short: one week or one month).

Here are some great examples of SMART 
goals: Healthy eating: “I will eat three fruits 
and four vegetables every day this week.” The 
“action” portion of the goal would be to go 
to the grocery store or market and buy fruits 
and vegetables. Make it measureable by mak-

ing sure you have a fruit or 
vegetable with every 
meal or snack. Physical 
activity: “I will do a 
strength training 
class on Tuesday and 
Thursday and cardio 
class on Monday and 
Wednesday.” The “action” 
portion of the goal 
would be to book time 
in your day planner and 
measure it by checking it 
off when you achieve it.

NO. 4: Put your plan into 
action! Sometimes getting started can be the 
hardest part. However, when you are ready 
it is not as hard as it seems. Make gradual 
changes and keep going through steps 1-3. 
Remember, life happens. No plan is perfectly 
executed. Listen to your body and enjoy the 
benefits of treating it well. My philosophy is: 
You get out of your body what you put in it. 
So eat well, exercise and be kind to yourself!

NO. 5: Change it up! Keep your workouts 
and your diet interesting! Try something new: 
New foods, new exercises and new ways of 
thinking. Set achievable goals for yourself on 
a regular basis. Repeat steps 1-4. Z

Jennifer is a registered dietitian and fitness 
coach in Halifax, NS. She has experience as a 
personal trainer, health promotion coordinator, 
and regional manager for a national fitness 
company. She is training for her second half 
marathon and is a yoga teacher in training. 
Contact: optimyzdietitian@gmail.com.
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The mini turbo diet
Lose five pounds quickly and safely — and keep it off.
BY JORG MARDIAN

DIETING is big business and many 
times the emphasis is on those need-
ing to take off a lot of weight. And 

why not — it’s all about good health. But what 
about those lodged at the other end of the 
spectrum, unhappy with an extra five pounds 
of semi-firm midsection? What can be done 
to get rid of those stubborn few pounds that 
separate you from a great look in new jeans?

You might be tempted to plan your attack 
by simply cutting back on dietary calories, but 
this is a self defeating approach. Eventually 
you’ll tire of being hungry and gain back more 
than you originally lost.

You need a strategy that is not only 
goal oriented, but also defined with a plan 
to stay successful. None of this involves 
starving yourself, dangerous supplements or 
packaged diets. Rather, it emphasizes a time-
tested, two-pronged approach of healthy 
foods and exercise.

Food is not enemy
Shouldn’t what we eat delight the taste buds 
instead of being a constant source of depriva-
tion and temptation? Absolutely. Try eating 
five or six small meals a day, about every two 
hours or so, to stimulate your metabolism and 
prevent hunger. Select foods close to their 
natural state — unprocessed and whole. Then 
combine palm-sized portions of lean, protein-
rich foods and complex carbs at each meal, 
with two or three daily servings of healthy 
fats, fresh fruits and lots of veggies for added 
fibre and nutrients. Wash it all down with 
plenty of zero-calorie water.

The hard part is ditching the dirty foods. 

Cut out white grain products and waist-
busting sugar-loaded sodas and juices. They’re 
digested quickly, leaving you hungry and more 
likely to overeat later. Also eliminate low-
nutrient junk foods and foods that are high 
in calories and saturated fats; they all cause 
weight gain, especially around your belly.

Exercise: the other half of the 
equation
Good eating should be coupled with exercise 
as a crucial aspect of a tone-and-tighten 
lifestyle. Try a routine that engages multiple 
muscles simultaneously, such as spinning, car-
dio kickboxing or bootcamp workouts to torch 
200 to 300 calories per half hour. Interval 
training — alternating short bursts of intense 
cardio with slower weight-bearing exercise 
— burns even more calories and builds lean 
muscle. That’s never a bad thing since muscle 
burns 10 times more fuel than one pound of 
resting fat. Do this four or five times a week 
for 30 to 45 minutes to coax off that extra 
jiggle in the middle.

The benefit of all this is you’ll be lighter, 
stronger and fit effortlessly into that new pair 
of jeans in no time. A five pound loss can 
transform the way you look — and the way 
you feel. And you don’t need an unhealthy 
relationship with what you eat. Feel good 
from head to toe with healthy, small portions 
of food and an active lifestyle. You’ll never 
worry about those extra five pounds again. Z

Jorg Mardian is a Registered Nutritionist, 
Kinesiology Specialist, Personal Trainer & 
Myoskeletal Therapist from Osoyoos, BC, Canada.

nutrition

The mini turbo diet
Lose five pounds quickly and safely — and keep it off.
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5-6 SERVINGS

TO PREPARE
Preheat oven to 350° F.

In a medium mixing bowl toss cauliflower flo-
rettes in olive oil and season with a good pinch of 
salt and white pepper. Place on a baking sheet and 
roast on middle rack of the oven until golden brown 
and tender.

Heat vegetable stock and milk together in a 
sauce pot. I recommend chopping up the cauli-
flower stems and stalk and adding them to the stock 
to fortify it with more cauliflower flavour. Bring 
fortified stock to a light simmer; don’t boil the 
cauliflower stems (or the milk) too much or you will 
lose all their nutrients

Once florettes are roasted and stock is hot, place 
florettes into a blender and start to puree, adding 
stock bit by bit until you reach the desired soup 
consistency. If you like a thick hearty soup, use less 
stock; for a lighter, thinner broth, add more to reach 
that velvety texture.

Once satisfied with the consistency, crumble 
or grate a bit of the aged cheddar into the soup. 
How much to add is your personal preference. Aged 
cheddar has a strong flavour, so if you’re watching 
your waistline a little goes a long way.

Taste and season with salt and pepper. I have 
garnished with a dehydrated cauliflower chip, lemon 
oil and a brussel leaf, but a simple crumble of aged 
cheddar and a swirl of your favourite infused oil will 
do just fine. Z

RAID YOUR MEALS

nutrition RECIPE

THIS is one of my favourite soups, a classic my mother used to make for us. To this day 
it brings back fond memories of my childhood. Back then aged cheddar wasn’t a staple 
in our household like it is in my mother’s these days, but the sharp bite of a one-year or 

even three-year cheddar is what really makes this dish, so take the time to find a good cheese.

Roasted cauliflower and 
aged cheddar soup
Remembrance of things past.
BY CHEF DYLAN BENOIT, GRAND CAYMAN ISLAND

INGREDIENTS
 » 1 head cauliflower, broken 

into florettes the size of your 
thumbnail

 » 2 cups vegetable stock
 » 2 cups 2% milk
 » Splash of olive oil
 » Approx. 2 Tbsp Kosher salt
 » White pepper
 » Aged white cheddar of your 

choice; I prefer Baldersons Old 
Cheddar, aged 12 months

The cauliflower connection: 
more than just taste

Cauliflower is low in fat, low in carbs 
and high in dietary fiber, folate, and 
vitamin C. It also contains several phy-
tochemicals such as Sulforaphane, a 
compound that is released when cau-
liflower is chopped or chewed, which 
may protect against cancer; as well 
as Indole-3-carbinol, a chemical that 
enhances DNA repair and slows the 
growth of cancer cells.

100 g of cauliflower contains…
 » Calories : 25
 » Fat: 0.28 g
 » Carbohydrates: 4.97 g
 » Fibers: 2 g
 » Protein: 1.92 g
 » 48 mg vitamin C (58% of 

recommended daily intake)
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4-6 SERVINGS | PREP 45 MINS

TO PREPARE
Melt the butter in a large saucepan over medium heat 
and sauté the shallots for 3 minutes. Stir in the ginger, 
shredded carrots, half the tarragon leaves, and the 
stalks. Cover, reduce heat to low, and cook for 10 min-
utes. Pour in the boiling water and add the sugar and a 
pinch of salt and pepper. Bring to a boil, and then 
reduce the heat and simmer for 30 minutes. Remove 
and discard the tarragon stalks, transfer the soup to a 
food processor or blender, and purée until smooth. 
Return to the saucepan, and stir in the cream and the 
remaining tarragon leaves. Adjust the seasoning to 
taste and reheat gently before serving. Z

IT’S that time of year again. You hear sniffles in 
the elevator and it’s only a matter of time before 
you feel the onslaught of whatever is going 

around. While there’s no sure fire way to avoid getting 
sick, there are some easy — and delicious — ways to 
keep up your immunity and survive what ails you.

Modern research suggests that old-fashioned fixes 
like Grandma’s chicken soup could soothe the common 
cold. The fats, spices and heat provided by chicken soup 
loosen up congested noses and throats, and deliver 
easy-to-absorb protein, making it perfect for people 
fighting infection. Preventing dehydration is important as well, and the nutrient-rich liquids deliv-
ered by homemade broths can comfortably deliver what your body needs to fight off the flu.

Soup can be customized to any diet, any consistency and any ingredient, making your 
options for creating a delicious meal practically limitless. Chicken noodle, split pea and tomato 
are tried and true options, but don’t be shy about tossing something new into the pot. Consider 
carrots, sweet potatoes, squash or beets, or experiment with basil, truffle shavings, brandy or 
spicy chili oil to add some excitement to the dish. What could feel better on a cold winter day 
than a hot bowl of homemade soup? It’s time to take stock in this timeless comfort food!

The healing 
power of soup
BY PETE LUCKETT

INGREDIENTS
 » 3 Tbsp butter
 » 3 shallots, chopped finely
 » ! Tbsp grated fresh ginger
 » 1 lb carrots, peeled and 

shredded
 » 3 sprigs fresh tarragon, leaves 

stripped and stalks reserved
 » 4 cups low sodium chicken 

broth 
 » 1 tsp sugar
 » salt and freshly ground black 

pepper
 » " cup cream

Carrot soup with tarragon and ginger

Modern research 
suggests that old-
fashioned fixes were on 
the mark: Grandma’s 
chicken soup could 
indeed be the best thing 
you can do to soothe the 
common cold. 
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LIVING THE GOOD LIFE. MADE EASY.

Best in class
Get the most from your workout with these new fitness 
classes emerging on the Canadian scene this New Year!
BY MAUREEN HAGAN

ANYONE looking to escape from the 
everyday, dance to the latest music 
and have loads of fun doing a full 

body workout will love this latest dance fit-
ness class called SH’BAM. It’s a 45-minute 
workout that incorporates simple dance cho-
reography within a full-body cardio exercise 
class. The unique, choreographed design of 
routines specific to each of the 12 tracks 
makes SH’BAM easy to learn.

SH’BAM features the freshest chart top-
ping hits, dance music that is heard in the 
hottest nightclubs, familiar classics remixed 
and modernized Latin beats. It is ever-evolving 
and always fresh.

Participants will benefit from interval 
training peaks that get their bodies into the 
fat-burn zone without feeling overwhelmed, 
while improving coordination and cardiovas-
cular fitness. You might even forget that you 
are exercising. SH’BAM has been introduced in 
the UK, Australia, New Zealand and the USA 
over the past year. Starting in January SH’BAM 
will launch within select GoodLife clubs across 
Canada, beginning in Ontario.

CXWORX for flatter abs
If you prefer a workout that is short and 
intense, then CXWORX is for you. Core train-
ing has been in the top 10 list of most popular 
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Burn More 
Calories

Nutritional Expert and Bestselling Author 
Brad King MS, MFS.

How can I maximize my 
workout to burn more 

calories without resorting to 
high-caffeine supplements?

Q

Working out is 
a great way to 
improve your 

metabolism, maintain 
muscle and increase daily 
calorie burn, but if you want 
to increase the calories you 

burn in a workout or that you use through-
out the day, there are natural supplements 
that can be used to help enhance overall 
energy levels, and as a bonus – improve mood 
and focus without the jitters that are almost 
always associated with high-dose caffeinated 
formulas.

Look for Ultimate Calorie Burn™ at your local 
Health Food Store containing the following 
ingredients:

Chocamine Chocolate Extract is a patented 
and research proven cocoa extract known 
to increase calorie burning, as well as mood 
and cognitive performance. According to 
studies, the benefits include healthy increases 
in energy levels, more positive mood and 
outlook, and improvements in mental and 
physical performance.

Capsicum extract has been clinically docu-
mented to enhance fat burning through 
diet-induced thermogenesis, the process 
whereby excess calories are converted to 
heat rather than stored as fat. Capsicum also 
reduces appetite, ultimately making it easier 
to follow a proper diet. Look for supplements 
that encapsulate the capsicum, as in the 
patented Capsimax®, which avoids any oral or 
gastric irritation associated with unprotected 
cayenne (hot red pepper). 

Black Pepper Extract (Bioperine®) enhances 
the absorption of other nutrients by a whop-
ping 60%.

Don’t forget to include fibre in your diet. 
Studies have shown that adding 5 to 30 
grams of fibre (especially gel-forming ones 
like guar gum) per day leads to an increased 
feeling of fullness, reducing appetite and 
calories to burn.

A
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fitness workouts for years because everyone 
wants flatter abs and a more defined waist-
line. Formulated with a scientific approach 
and unforgiving intensity, this 30-minute 
express workout will tighten and tone the abs 
and butt, improve performance strength and 
assist in injury prevention. Crunches isolate 
muscle groups, balances and hovers integrate 
muscle groups, while other exercises incorpo-
rate resistance tubes. These are wrapped up by 
an invigorating recovery track that gives the 
body the opportunity to regroup. The new rev-
olution in core training hits Canada beginning 
in January 2012 at select GoodLife clubs.

GoodLife Fitness is known for a brand of 
group exercise classes that tops the list in 
quality and experiences. Check out 
goodlifefitness.com for more information 
on both these hot new workouts and get 
started today! Z

SEIZE THE DAY
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BeBalanced!
Next Generation

made in switzerland www.bebalanced.net www.airexag.ch  

www.bebalanced.net

FIND THE LATEST PROGRAMS AND ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT 
TRAINING WITH AIREX® EXERCISE MATS, THE BALANCE-PAD ELITE
AND THE NEW BALANCE-PAD XLARGE. 

Download the newest workout routines and program videos 
using AIREX® products
Our training programs are available for download as videos and/or 

PDF manuals. Some selections are also available on DVD.

The whole AIREX® range at a glance
Find all information on the brand-new AIREX® Balance-pad 
XLarge as well as all other AIREX® Balance products and exercise 
mats and their innumerable applications.

Newsletter subscription
First-hand information about new training programs and products. 
As well as many additional extras on the website!

Distributors:
Balanced Body ® Inc., 1-800-PILATES
Fitter International, Inc. 1-800-Fitter-1
Muscle Up Canada   1-800-496-2468

Perform Better   1-800-556-7464 
PHI Pilates  1-877-716-4879
Power Systems, Inc.  1-800-321-6975
SPRI Products, Inc.  1-800-222-7774

Master Distributor: Magister Corporation 1-800-396-3130

Visit our partners 

at Club Industry, 

October 13 - 14
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CLEAN YOUR TEETH

adventure

Five reasons 
to peruse 
Puerto Rico
Stuck in a vacation rut? Satisfy your 
wanderlust with a trip to the P.R.
BY LIZ BRUCKNER

FROM its friendly locals to its stunning 
beaches, fascinating history, beautiful 
rain forests and array of adventure 

options, the largest island in the Eastern 
Caribbean has a lot to offer beyond its deli-
cious Pina Coladas.

ADVENTURE. Snorkeling and scuba 
diving? Kayaking and cave exploration? 
Canyoning and surfing? Yes, yes and yes. 
Explore the island’s stunning natural beauty 
by trekking through El Yunque National Rain 
Forest, hiking through limestone foundations 
and ziplining over plantain fields, mountains 
and lagoons.

BIOLUMINESCENT BAYS. These unique 
bodies of water contain millions of micro-
scopic bioluminescent organisms that light up 
like fire flies when touched by hand or paddle. 
Puerto Rico is one of the few places in the 
world you can experience them. Head to the 
town of Fajardo to see Laguna Grande, one 

of the brightest. Enchanted Island Eco Tours 
takes kayakers out at night through a dark 
mangrove-lined trail for 45 minutes before 
they reach the awe-inspiring bay.

DORADO BEACH GOLF COURSE. The 
fourth hole on the East Course is ranked as 
one of the top 10 holes on the planet by Jack 
Nicklaus. Enough said. (Oh, and the views of 
the tropical forest, Atlantic and man-made 
lagoon aren’t too shabby either.)

OLD SAN JUAN. The second oldest city 
in the Western hemisphere, it’s home to two 
major fortresses, San Cristobal and San Felipe 
del Morro — both are over 400 years old — 
cobblestone streets, plazas, museums and the 
beautifully preserved Cathedral of San Juan, 
dating back to 1540s. It’s also a hubbub of 
tourists, shopping and one-of-a-kind trinkets.

THE BEACHES. (Obviously.) When you’re 
ready to channel your inner sloth, more than 
200 pristine, white-sand beaches await. Book 

a room at the beautiful and perfectly situated 
San Juan Marriott for a front-row view to Isla 
Verde beach. It’s a favourite with locals where 
chairs, umbrellas and opportunities to people 
watch are plentiful. Z

M O R E  I N FO
 » El Yunque National Rain Forest: elyunque.com
 » ziplining: camporicoziplining.com
 » Enchanted Island Eco Tours: 

eietecotourspr.com
 » Dorado Beach Golf Course: 

eldoradogolfandbeachclub.com
 » San Juan Marriott: marriott.com
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greenworld 

Road salt seems to be a logical choice; 
after all, it is inexpensive and effective. One 
study suggests that road salt can reduce 
traffic crashes by 85% during and after a 
winter storm.

The problem is that road salt contains 
sodium ferrocyanide. When this breaks 
down from heat and acidity, it creates toxic 
compounds such as hydrogen cyanide, a 
chemical found in cigarette smoke that 
paralyzes cilia in the lungs.

Many municipalities in North America 
use ferrocyanide as an anti-caking agent to 
facilitate the spreading of rock salt and to 
prevent clumping. We are poisoning our water 
and soils, damaging our vegetation, roadways 
and vehicles, and harming fish and wildlife, in 
order to use an economically viable solution 
to improve winter driving.

In 2004, Mark Watson’s beloved dog and 
two other dogs on his street died of cancer. 
In researching a possible connection, Watson 
contacted a veterinary oncologist who said 
that the cancers may have been related to the 
ingestion of toxins in the ice-melting chemicals 
spread on their street. Watson was inspired 
to create one of the very few pet, plant, and 

people-safe alternatives to road salt. Made 
from volcanic ash, it’s called Eco-Traction.

The Ottawa-based entrepreneur is the 
co-founder of Earth Innovations Inc. With 
business partner Marc Appleby, he appeared 
on the TV show Dragon’s Den and secured 
a significant investment from Brett Wilson. 
Since then, the product has expanded its 
distribution to 4,000 locations.

Despite alternatives coming onto the 
market and despite growing evidence of its 
toxicity, governments are still using road 
salt, although they are opting for better 
salt management. Environment Canada has 
established a Road Salt Working Group to 
draft a code of practice for environmental 
management of road salts. The question is: 
Can you effectively manage a toxin so that it 
is not toxic? Let’s hope so.

What can the home or business 
owner do to address the problems 
with road salt?
Shovel early and often. Reducing build-up 
will allow products you put on snow and ice 
to penetrate better, reducing the amount you 
need to use.

Toxic traction: The 
trouble with road salt
Is there a way to get winter snow and ice off the road 
without harming the environment?
BY ANNA-LISA JONES

IN 2001, Environment Canada published a scientific assessment that 
found road salt harmful to the environment. Yet despite these findings, 
an average of five million tonnes of road salt is still used in Canada 

every winter to clear roads of snow and ice.

Magazine Publishing

Product Marketing
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  resource for Canadian  
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Road salt seems to be a logical choice; 
after all, it is inexpensive and effective. One 
study suggests that road salt can reduce 
traffic crashes by 85% during and after a 
winter storm.

The problem is that road salt contains 
sodium ferrocyanide. When this breaks 
down from heat and acidity, it creates toxic 
compounds such as hydrogen cyanide, a 
chemical found in cigarette smoke that 
paralyzes cilia in the lungs.

Many municipalities in North America 
use ferrocyanide as an anti-caking agent to 
facilitate the spreading of rock salt and to 
prevent clumping. We are poisoning our water 
and soils, damaging our vegetation, roadways 
and vehicles, and harming fish and wildlife, in 
order to use an economically viable solution 
to improve winter driving.

In 2004, Mark Watson’s beloved dog and 
two other dogs on his street died of cancer. 
In researching a possible connection, Watson 
contacted a veterinary oncologist who said 
that the cancers may have been related to the 
ingestion of toxins in the ice-melting chemicals 
spread on their street. Watson was inspired 
to create one of the very few pet, plant, and 

people-safe alternatives to road salt. Made 
from volcanic ash, it’s called Eco-Traction.

The Ottawa-based entrepreneur is the 
co-founder of Earth Innovations Inc. With 
business partner Marc Appleby, he appeared 
on the TV show Dragon’s Den and secured 
a significant investment from Brett Wilson. 
Since then, the product has expanded its 
distribution to 4,000 locations.

Despite alternatives coming onto the 
market and despite growing evidence of its 
toxicity, governments are still using road 
salt, although they are opting for better 
salt management. Environment Canada has 
established a Road Salt Working Group to 
draft a code of practice for environmental 
management of road salts. The question is: 
Can you effectively manage a toxin so that it 
is not toxic? Let’s hope so.

What can the home or business 
owner do to address the problems 
with road salt?
Shovel early and often. Reducing build-up 
will allow products you put on snow and ice 
to penetrate better, reducing the amount you 
need to use.

Toxic traction: The 
trouble with road salt
Is there a way to get winter snow and ice off the road 
without harming the environment?
BY ANNA-LISA JONES

IN 2001, Environment Canada published a scientific assessment that 
found road salt harmful to the environment. Yet despite these findings, 
an average of five million tonnes of road salt is still used in Canada 

every winter to clear roads of snow and ice.
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REWARD YOU

Use a more eco-friendly option 
around the perimeter of your property. 
Some products contain calcium magnesium 
acetate (CMA) and potassium acetate (KAc). 
These non-chloride de-icing chemicals are 
marginally more environmentally friendly 
than sodium chloride (NaCl), calcium chloride 
(CaCl2), and magnesium chloride (MgCl2), 
which leave residues of chloride ions.

Spread de-icing products and salt early 
and carefully. Use only what you need and 
where you need it. Try to keep the products 
in the middle of the path and away from 
vegetation.

Get winter shoes for your pets. This 
reduces direct contact with the salt and the 
amount ingested from grooming activities.

Test your well water more regularly in 
the winter. Watch for rising sodium levels. If 
levels become too high, you may need to have 
your water treated.

Educate your children about the dangers 
of ingesting road salt.

Clean winter footwear of salt to keep 
materials and their off-gasses out of your 
home.

Contact your local municipality to 
find out more about what your community 
is doing to improve its road management 
practices to make them both safe and healthy.

M O R E  I N FO
For more on Eco-Traction: ecotraction.com
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8

9 10 11

12

61514131

17

18 19 20

21 22

23 72625242

28 29 30

31 32 33 34

35 36

37 38

WORD SCRAMBLE 
Rearrange these scrambled letters into health-related 
words or phrases. It’s as easy as A-B-D!

Glitzier vain  Awake talk
Molluscan nip  Chaps in
Auctioneer melt  Amperage ton
Arabic rye   Fraser hi
Looming wimps  Next yea go

SUDOKU  CROSSWORD  

PUZZLES BY MYLES MELLOR WWW.THEMECROSSWORDS.COM

ACROSS
1 Communication system that runs 

through the body
4 Fruit that is an excellent source of 

potassium
9 Medical examination
11 Healthy cereal
13 They contain hemoglobin  

(3 words)
17 Natural water
18 Finger or toe
19 __L cholesterol
20 Relaxation center
21 Toe __ toe
23 “Help!”
24 It’s caused by pathogens
28 “___ the Season”
30 Chef’s phrase
31 Expel, in a way
32 No longer adequate
36 Stay in place and heal, of a bone
37 Fortify
38 Mark from a wound

8 1 6 7 9
1 9 2
5 9 8

1 7 5 2
4 3

2 8 6 9
5 7 2

3 8 4
2 7 1 6 3

DOWN
1 Little sleep
2 Bit of sun
3 Flap in the throat
5 In that location
6 Of the ear
7 Memory loss
8 Fume
10 Shade
12 Like a lemon
13 Red veggies
14 Kefir yogurt may be good for this  

bodily function
15 Lentil sauce
16 Inside, prefix
20 Kind of nerve
22 Working
25 The way fruit and vegetables should be
26 Bullfighter’s cry
27 The lowest point
29 Very popular person
33 Exercise class
34 Light, for short
35 __ , senor!

 PUZZLE SOLUTIONS

WORD SCRAMBLE  
Revitalizing Take a walk
Spinal column Spinach
Romaine lettuce Pomegranate
Acai berry Fresh air
Swimming pool Oxygenate

N
1

ER
2

VE
3

SB
4

A
5

NA
6

NA
7

AAPV
8

TUM
P

9
H

10
YSICALB

11
RAN

UGPA
12

AE

R
13

ED
14

BLOOD
15

CE
16

LLS
AIOR

17
AINI

D
18

IGITL
19

DS
20

PA
IET

21
O

22
IC

S
23

OSI
24

NF
25

ECTIO
26

N
27

HT
28

I
29

SRA
30

LA

E
31

MITD
32

EP
33

L
34

ETED
SOS

35
S

36
ETII

E
37

NRICHS
38

CAR

832516479
167943285
549872136
691437528
754289361
328651947
486395712
913728654
275164893
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1 CAPSULE OF WEIGHTOFF®  TWICE DAILY BURNS MORE 
CALORIES  THAN 3 AVERAGE CARDIO WORK-OUTS PER WEEK! 1

LOSE an average of  and up to QUICKLY

“Include WeightOFF® with your exercise 
routine for EVEN MORE weight-loss!”

LOST 
17 lbs
in 50 days!
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How Does WeightOFF Work?
1. In a study conducted at the University of 
Geneva in France, WeightOFF  increased 
calorie burning by ~5% and also signi! cantly 
increased fat oxidation by 10% more than 
placebo1

2. In a study conducted at Maastricht 
University in the Netherlands, WeightOFF 
decreased calorie intake by 12-14% leading 
to signi! cantly less food consumption daily 
compared to placebo group2

3. In a study conducted at the Medical 
Department of Obesity in Italy, test subjects 
taking WeightOFF lost an average of 11lbs, and 
amazingly, 33% of subjects lost 14lbs. " is was 
100% more weight loss than placebo group!3

REF: [1] Am J Clin Nutr. 1999 Dec;70(6):1040-5. [2] Int J Obes (Lond). 

2005 Jun;29(6):682-8., [3] Phytotherapie. 2006 (4):1-

$YDLODEOH�DW�À�QH�KHDOWK�IRRG�VWRUHV�LQFOXGLQJ� Ambrosia, Nature’s

Source, The Healthy Planet, Alive Health Centres, and many more.www.MyWeightOff.com 

Order line: 1-800-535-4371 
Brought to you by NuvoCare Health Sciences Inc.,

NORTH AMERICA’S MOST RESEARCH-BACKED COMPANY!

“MADE WITH PATENT-PENDING COMBINATION OF NATURAL 

INGREDIENTS INCLUDING:                Green Coffee Bean 

Extract,           Capsicum extract,

Raspberry Ketones, Green Tea EGCG Catechins, 

Guggulsteones, Olive Leaf Extract, and slimming minerals: 

Iodine, Selenium and Chromium”

NO SWEAT...NO SWEAT...

Get a FREE carrying case
by scanning QR code!

Coming to

across Canada

January 24, 2012!
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gym bag

The iRenew Sports Bracelet is charged with 

iRenew’s proprietary Selective Frequency Resonance™ 

technology. Ideal for athletes or anyone leading an active 

lifestyle. Does not contain any metal, is 100% silicone and 

available in white, black, opaque and titan. irenew.com

BodyMetrix Personal is an affordable hand-held 

ultrasound device for measuring body composition at home. 

Allows you to capture cross-sectional images of your fat loss and 

muscle gain to track progress. intelametrix.com

Forerunner 910XT is the only all-in-one GPS-

enabled device that provides detailed swim metrics and 

tracks distance, speed/pace, elevation and heart rate for 

running and cycling. Sports a sleek profile allowing users 

to easily slide wetsuits on and off. With an on-board 

barometric altimeter for improved elevation data. 

garmin.com/multi

Inov-8 F-Lite 230 is the original CrossFit shoe. Low-profile 

cushioned midsole with 6mm heel to toe drop is ideal for Olympic 

lifts and transitioning to a natural running style. Designed for 

running on hard pack trails and tarmac surfaces. inov-8.com

Shock Absorber Flexiwire sports bra 

contains titanium underwire that moves with the body for 

support and comfort. The moulded seamless bra offers a full 

back opening for easy on and off and padded adjustable 

straps. Made from moisture wicking, breathable and high 

performance fabrics. shockabsorber.co.uk
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BURN UP A SWEAT

Roots Sahalli Tank Roots Active Athletics is advanced 

active wear at its most stylish. Featuring moisture-wicking and 

quick-drying fabric to help keep you comfortable, its longer length 

also provides more coverage. canada.roots.com

FitDeck Exercise Playing Cards make exercise 

simple, convenient, and fun. There are hundreds of ways to use 

FitDeck cards depending on your fitness level, motivation, and 

lifestyle. Choose from 37 FitDeck titles to keep your fitness routines 

energized. fitdeck.ca

The embee™ body wallet is a sleek, stylish and 

lightweight two part system. The embee sleeve is made from yoga 

pant material and the water-resistant insert perfectly fits the 

sleeve, protecting your valuables. embeebodywallet.com

Rogue Fly™ is our lightest and most minimal running shoe 

designed for those who see more in less. At 7.7 oz., she’s super 

lightweight and offers a great ride thanks to a primo neutral 

midsole design. Lightweight, responsive and ideal for racing. 

Available in men’s and women’s. montrail.com
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VISIT OPTI-DIRECT ONLINE AT WWW.OPTIMYZ.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION AND EXCITING OFFERS.
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proshop marketplace

VISIT OPTI-DIRECT ONLINE AT WWW.OPTIMYZ.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION AND EXCITING OFFERS

Reach Canada’s most active market

Book your space today!

877-710-0516 | sales@optimyz.ca

OptiMYz ProShop Marketplace is a cost 

effective environment to position your 

brand for optimum ROI.
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mind WITH JOSEPH SEILER

What I believe
Life on earth is a big learning opportunity. Why, then, do so many 
live in a hazy, non-deliberate way?
BY JOSEPH SEILER

WHAT do I believe to be true 
about life on planet earth and 
how to make it rewarding and 

enjoyable, and all that good stuff? That’s what 
the editor asked me to write about. Nothing 
much in that is there — what do you think? 
Well, let us give it a go.

“What I believe to be true about life on 
earth” includes that this experience is a micro 
slice of our existence, that we are here by 
choice, that we are here to learn, that we can-
not be anything but safe in our learning, and 
that most of us are moving around in a hazy 
non-deliberate journey and missing most of 
what is available to us.

There, how is that? The idea of “living in 
the now” has gained both increasing atten-
tion and credence as more and more people 
experiment with this “present moment” 
thing. Movie stars and heads of state openly 
encourage meditation, the art of slowing 
aimless mind chatter in favour of noticing 
what actually is.

When I notice, really notice, in the now, 
I see clearly, gain insight and feel safe and 
full of gratitude, without need of apology. 
Adopting self-acceptance spreads out to a 
broader acceptance and brings a fulfilling 
peacefulness. This state is available to all who 
decide to experience it. I believe this to be 
true about life on earth.

“How to make it rewarding and enjoyable 
and all that good stuff,” in my experience 
personally and in observing others, is to adopt 
the attitude that the world is a safe classroom 
for learning what life can teach us.

With this attitude one can embrace every 

experience with a lens of “oh, joy and thank 
you, what is the learning here?” How many 
people do you know who seem to use the 
lens of “oh, pain and fear, what is the danger 
here?” Well, notice the reaction of the body, 
that chemical factory that carries our essence 
around. What do “joy and thank you” seem to 
produce and what effect do those chemicals 
have on your quality of life? In contrast, what 
do “pain and fear” seem to produce and with 
what effect on quality of life?

Being healthy and able is a choice. Some 
will argue, “No, I did not choose this malady; it is 
not reasonable that anyone would choose this.” 
That feels a reasonable response if we believe 
that a malady can bring nothing of value. Helen 
Keller and many others would argue with that. 
Many have decided that anything but comfort 
and youthful energy is wrong and bad and 
should be expunged from the planet.

Interesting idea but look at nature holis-
tically and see the pattern. When seed is 
produced, whether human or maple tree, there 

are vast amounts from which a few take root. 
In the case of humans, if one seed has taken 
root all others are precluded. In life too, some 
live long and grow straight and tall, while 
some die off very quickly.

What is wrong with any of this? Maybe it 
is the very idea that we humans are above the 
laws of nature. When one takes that stance 
and insists that the Divine intervene and 
change those laws for themselves or a loved 
one, pain and fear are in operation. The result, 
unless the probabilities fall in favour of the 
one asking, is more pain and fear.

So, want to live a rewarding and enjoy-
able life? Let that “pain and fear” lens go. 
Adopt the “joy and thank you” lens. Most of 
us have met a “joy and thank you” person. 
They seem so happy. Want some of that? 
Adopt the new lens. Z

Joseph Seiler, MCC, is a success coach who helps 
people to be clear about what they want and to 
then go get it. jseiler@yournaturaledge.com.

When I notice, really 

notice, in the now, I see 

clearly, gain insight 

and feel safe and full of 

gratitude, without need of 

apology. 
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JANUARY 21-22, 2012 EXHIBITION PARK, HALIFAX, NS
SATURDAY & SUNDAY

$10.00 PLUS HST  GOODLIFE MEMBERS AND 16 AND UNDER GET IN FREE  VISIT WWW.OPTIMYZLIVE.COM FOR MORE DETAILS

PRESENTS…

TV HOST AND FITNESS COACH

TOMMY EUROPE
UFC HALL OF FAMER

ROYCE GRACIE
FOOD GURU

PETE LUCKETT 
“THE FAT FIGHTER DIET” AUTHOR

BRUCE KRAHN 
HUNDREDS
OF EXHIBITORS

OVER 70
DEMONSTRATIONS

GET INSPIRED AT THE LARGEST HEALTH EXPO IN ATLANTIC CANADA… 

SPECIAL SPONSORS: ALDERNEY CHIROPRACTIC, ARTHRITIS SOCIETY OF NOVA SCOTIA, CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY, CANADIAN SCHOOL OF NATURAL NUTRITION,
DESTINATION SOUTHWEST NOVA ASS, JONATHAN NEIL SALON, PARKS CANADA, QUIZNOS, TEAM IN TRAINING
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Stay Downtown Di!erent Stay Seaside Di!erent

1980 Robie Street, Halifax, NS  B3H 3G5   

Telephone (902) 423-1161 

Toll Free (888) 810-7288

info@atlanticahalifax.com

www.atlanticahotelhalifax.com 

36 Treasure Drive, Western Shore, NS  B0J 3M0  

Telephone (902) 627-2600 

Toll Free (800) 565-5075 

info@atlanticaoakisland.com

www.atlanticaoakisland.com  

H!"!’# $% &!' 
#$%"(!# '($) %*+ 

,"(!&+#
-e seaside experience you love 

with a fresh look and new amenities. 
Oak Island Resort is now Atlantica 

Hotel & Marina Oak Island. Located 
only 45 minutes from Halifax.

L(#$!& .*%#!*/ 0&+ 
/%1 .0& )!0" $)! 

)!0"$ 2!0$
Stay in the center of Halifax and 
experience the pulse of our city. 

Since we’re close to the excitement of 
downtown and the culture of uptown, 

you can follow your heart 
to its own desires.
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*Price is plus applicable tax, PDI and admin. 

SUPERIOR JAPANESE
CRAFTSMANSHIP MEETS
CANADIAN WINTER.

From: $20,995*

From: $25,995*

From: $28,995*

From: $40,995*

From: $23,995*
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PICK YOUR FLIGHT

NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR

Call of the mountain
New Newfoundlander hits the hill in pursuit of healthy living.
BY MEAGHAN PHILPOTT

YACINE BOUHALI moved to Corner 
Brook with three things on his mind: 
“I wanted to improve my English 

and see the country. Plus, living on my own 
allows time to eat healthier and get fit, 
which is one of the main reasons I moved to 
Newfoundland.”

Yacine was born in Algeria, in North 
Africa, and immigrated to Canada when he 
was nine. English is his third language, after 
Arabic and French.

It was a shock when he was assigned a job 
in western Newfoundland through a program 
that places French monitors in English schools. 
Corner Brook is a big change from the city of 
Montréal where Yacine and his family have 

lived since coming to Canada 14 years ago.
Each day Yacine passed by the Marble 

Mountain ski resort on his way to work. This 
got him thinking about learning to ski and 
snowboard. “It’s the first time I’ve lived close 
to mountains like this, so I want to take 
advantage of it,” he says. “Back in Montreal 
I never had the opportunity because the hills 
are hours outside of the city.”

Jim Ryan, snow school director at Marble 
Mountain, says a lot of first-time adult skiers 
are new professionals to the area, like Yacine. 
Marble’s snow school offers individual and 
group lessons, beginning with the Canadian Ski 
Council programs, Discover Skiing and Discover 
Snowboarding. Beginners are outfitted with 

rental equipment, a lift pass and an hour and a 
half instructional lesson in a small group.

“We like people to think about skiing or 
snowboarding the way they think like playing 
the piano or guitar,” says Ryan. “You don’t just 
have one lesson — it takes practice. And we find 
that people have more fun learning in a group.”

“I’m planning to go to the hill at least two 
or three times a week,” says Yacine. “By the 
end of the winter I will make a final decision 
about which one of the two sports I’ll keep 
doing in the future.” Z
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CAMP in the middle of winter. Sample 
sticky sugar-on-snow. Snowshoe or 
ski through fields and forests. Learn 

about soils and the trees and plants that grow 
in the woods. Play Oh Deer!, an active game 
that teaches predator/prey relationships.

It all happens on New Brunswick’s 
Kingston Peninsula at Elmhurst Outdoors, a 
family-run business dedicated to outdoor edu-
cation and recreation.

Developed by educators Gig and Denise 
Keirstead, the programs at Elmhurst Outdoors 
operate year-round. It’s the perfect location for 
winter camping, cross country skiing and snow 
shoeing in the winter; maple syrup farm tours 
in the spring; canoeing in the summer; and two 
school programs in the fall: Watch it Grow for 
Grade 3 and Healthy Habitats for Grade 4.

“I figure if you can get them away from 
the desk seeing the concepts, and getting some 
exercise at the same time, it is a doubly positive 
experience,” says Gig Keirstead, who worked 
during his 26-year teaching career to promote 
outdoor education within the school system.

Elmhurst Outdoors operates in a woodlot 
in the Fundy Model Forest, one of 15 model 

NEW BRUNSWICK

Connecting kids with the forest
BY TRUDY KELLY FORSYTHE

forests in Canada. Recognizing the need 
to create opportunities for kids to connect 
with the natural world, Fundy Model 
Forest has supported Elmhurst’s outdoor 
education programs for a decade. This year 
it is supporting the development of French 
language outdoor education programs in the 
north of the province.

“Kids are spending from five to 15 hours a 
day in front of screens,” says Fundy Model 
Forest general manager Nairn Hay. “Fundy 

warm up ATLANTIC CANADA

M O R E  I N FO
 » Elmhurst Outdoors: elmhurstoutdoors.ca 
 » Fundy Model Forest: fundymodelforest.net

Model Forest has always felt it important to 
provide outdoor, experiential education as a 
way to help them to learn about the forest.” Z

Trudy Kelly Forsythe is a freelance writer in 
Hampton, NB. info@trudykellyforsythe.com



THE VOLVO XC60 WITH CITY SAFETY

*MSRP of a new 2012 XC60.  Excludes freight and PDI, administration fee, air conditioning tax (where applicable). License, insurance, registration and other applicable 
taxes and fees are extra. Offer is subject to change without notice. Retailer may sell for less. Retailer order/trade may be necessary. Some terms/conditions apply. See 
your Volvo retailer for full details. Vehicles may not be exactly as shown. ©2010 Volvo Cars of Canada Corp. “Volvo. for life” is a registered trademark used under license 
by Volvo Cars of Canada Corp. Always remember to wear your seat belt. Visit volvocars.ca.

 VOLVO OF HALIFAX  
www.volvoofhalifax.com

THE 2012 VOLVO 

XC60
THERE’S MORE TO LIFE THAN A VOLVO. THERE’S RUNNING INTO 
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NOVA SCOTIA

Laughing for its own sake

LAUGHTER YOGA is “laugh-
ing for no reason.” The brain 
doesn’t know when we’re 

laughing about something or nothing 
at all. It empties the lungs of stale air 
and balances the different energies in 
your body. Health benefits include stress 
relief and improved functioning of your 
immune system. You’ll leave feeling 
relaxed and happy.

This type of yoga is known as Hasya 
Yoga in India. In 1995, western-trained 
medical doctor Madan Kataria collabo-
rated with his wife, a yoga teacher, to 
birth this system of laughter for health’s 
sake. There are currently more than 
5,000 laughter clubs world-wide.

In October 2011, Helen Fong pre-
sented a Laughter Yoga session for the 
Happiness in Action: Open House at 
the Keshen Goodman Public Library 
in Halifax, NS. The presentation was a 
success and many encouraged Helen to 
start a laughter yoga club.

So she did. The club is free and 
open to all adults who want to balance 
their happiness meter. Join Helen Fong 
and Diana Doherty monthly to let your 
laughter flow. The inaugural club 
meeting is on February 11, 2012. Z

M O R E  I N FO
For details, visit Halifax Public Library’s 
website: halifaxpubliclibraries.ca PH
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SUSHI NAMI
ROYALE

www.sushinami.ca
902.422.9020

Downtown
1535 Dresden Row, 

Suite 132, Halifax, NS
B3J 3T1

Clayton Park
278 Lacewood Drive

Halifax, NS
B3M 3N8

Dartmouth Crossing
149 Hector Gate
Dartmouth, NS

B3B 0E5
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Rewarding Atlantic 
Canadians for healthy 
choices

ACCORDING to the Canadian Society of Hospital Pharmacists, 50% 
of Canadians do not take their prescription medications exactly as 
prescribed. Each year, drug non-compliance is the cause of 10% of all 

hospital admissions, 25% of hospital admissions for the elderly, and 23% of all 
nursing home admissions. Many people simply forget to take their medications.

To counter this trend, Lawtons Drugs and LoyaltyOne, owners and opera-
tors of the Air Miles Reward Program, have developed a pilot program that 
uses reward miles to encourage healthy behaviours. Lawtons Drugs stores in 
the Halifax-Dartmouth area will offer a personalized health program, called 
Profile Health Club, at no charge.

The program uses a combination of information and rewards to help 
promote healthy behaviours, including medication compliance for chronic 
conditions such as high blood pressure, high cholesterol and diabetes. 
Participants receive ready access to information that they can tailor to their 
condition and needs along with offers for reward miles. Z ©I
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Have skis, 
will travel
Alpine, cross country, telemark — all forms of skiing 
have their own special magic, whether you’re in your 
own backyard, high on a mountain slope or venturing 
far into the backcountry.
BY KEITH NICOL

cover
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HYDRATE AND REHYDRATE

MY love affair with skiing began 
in high school when my family 
moved to Vancouver, B.C. and we 

were beguiled by the snow-capped mountains. 
The obvious choice for a teenager was the 
adrenaline rush of alpine skiing, so we skied 
Whistler when it was just one mountain and 
a handful of lifts. Holidays through univer-
sity were spent skiing at Whistler or Apex 
Mountain near Penticton, and I even taught 
alpine skiing at Mount Seymour just outside 
of Vancouver on weekends.

After graduate school, the pull of work 
brought us to Trent University in Ontario for 
two winters where the alpine skiing didn’t 
have the same allure as B.C.’s mountains, so 

my wife suggested we start cross country ski-
ing. My type A personality means that when I 
start something new I usually like to get good 
at it, so in short order I became an avid cross-
country skier and even took an instructor’s 
course.

After learning to cross country ski the 
previous winter, in 1981 I skied 120km over 
two days in the Canadian Ski Marathon 
near Ottawa. In those days skiers wore wool 
knickers and rode on wide wooden skis with 
three-pin bindings. There were no tight racing 
suits, skating skis and elaborately groomed 
trails. Nonetheless, I became hooked on the 
sport for its fluid rhythm, exercise and 
as a way to explore nature.

A11 
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A year and a half later we moved to 
Corner Brook, NF where I was offered a posi-
tion at Memorial University’s Grenfell Campus 
in the Geography Department. I quickly 
became known as the “skiing professor” since 
I organized weekly learn-to-ski sessions at 
nearby Marble Mountain Alpine Resort for 
students, staff and faculty. This lasted for 10 
years. During this time I attained Levels 2 and 
3 Canadian Ski Instructor’s Alliance (CSIA) 
certification.

It was only when our normally “free” 
Wednesday afternoons were usurped by 
expanding classes, meetings and teaching 
commitments that the sessions were ended. 
In those early years I skied to work through 
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EBB AND FLOW Keith Nicol skiing at Blow 
me down Cross Country ski area in Corner 
Brook, NL.

cover HAVE SKIS, WILL TRAVEL
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our backyard and down a power line to the 
university. I also became involved in our local 
cross country ski club and have been on its 
executive since moving to Corner Brook.

Flow and magic
In the mid 1980’s I began to experiment with 
telemark skiing, which combined the rush of 
alpine skiing with the free heel of Nordic ski-
ing. Those early telemark skis were sometimes 
called “agony sticks” as they contained the 
worst of both worlds — they were very long 
and narrow and “hated to turn.” But the 
tele-turn has a flow and magic to it that is 
addictive, and despite the poor equipment 
I loved its possibilities. Here was a ski that 
would take you uphill to the top of a snowy 
mountain and then you could descend making 
graceful, swooping telemark turns.

In 1986 I traveled to Ontario to take a 
telemark instructor course and this changed 

my skiing life. Rob Henderson, who was then 
president of the Canadian Association of 
Nordic Ski Instructors (CANSI), was teaching 
the course and he asked me if I was interested 
in being the Atlantic Canadian representative.

Through CANSI I have given ski instruc-
tor courses and clinics to almost all clubs 
in Newfoundland as well as many in Nova 
Scotia. For beginners just learning to ski I 
fully recommend taking lessons so that you 
can ski more efficiently and safely. Whether 
it is improving your diagonal stride or learn-
ing how to skate on skis, lessons by a CANSI 

certified instructor will certainly speed the 
learning curve.

By the mid 1990’s telemark equipment 
was getting much better — the skis were get-
ting wider with more sidecut — and I took my 
first week-long backcountry ski touring trip 
to Selkirk Lodge, B.C. This was an eye opening 
experience and the scenery was jaw dropping. 
You plod uphill using skins to ascend glaciers 
and mountain slopes. Then skins are stowed 
and the real fun begins as powder swirls 
around your boot tops and you make 
telemark turns until your thighs burn.

Those early telemark skis were sometimes 
called “agony sticks” as they contained the 
worst of both worlds — they were very long and 
narrow and “hated to turn.”
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Ski touring involves two very different 
activities: The slow methodical climb uphill 
with the adrenaline charge of skiing downhill 
through fresh snow. It is not surprising that 
it has become more and more popular over 
the past decade. Backcountry lodges have 
sprouted up in many places in B.C. and over 
the past 15 years I have enjoyed skiing at sev-
eral of them.

Fast forward to the present and skiing still 
occupies a large place in our winter calendar. 
In January 2011 my wife and I made a trip to 

Golden, B.C. that involved two days of cross 
country skiing, two days of alpine skiing at 
Kicking Horse Resort, and a week at Sorcerer 
Lodge, a helicopter-accessed backcountry ski 
lodge. Back in Newfoundland in February and 
March, I was asked to teach cross country 
instructor courses and clinics. As well, Marble 
Mountain had some of its best powder skiing 
in years. This fall I have been out on my roller 
skis on several occasions, getting ready for the 
upcoming cross country ski season.

In Canada, winter generally lasts too long 

cover HAVE SKIS, WILL TRAVEL

In Canada, winter generally lasts too long not 
to get out and enjoy it and any form of skiing is 
good exercise.
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for special offers, fresh ideas and 
other tasty tidbits. petesfrootique.com

HALIBUT
TO
HEALING
HEMP.
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SUPPLEMENT YOUR LIFE

not to get out and enjoy it and any form of 
skiing is good exercise. When people ask which 
type of skiing I like the most, I usually say, 
“the one I am doing right now”! Z

Contributor Keith Nicol is CANSI’s Atlantic 
Canada Technical Representative. He has 
held every position with CANSI’s National 
Organization and he has attained CANSI’s 
highest levels of instructor certification in both 
telemark and cross country skiing. He has a 
popular Nordic skiing web site at: http://www2.
swgc.mun.ca/~knicol/nordic%20main.htm and 
has produced many how to Nordic ski videos on 
You Tube (www.youtube.com/user/k2nicol) He 
can be reached at: knicol@swgc.mun.ca
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outdoor fitness

Snowshoes have been around 

since 4,000 B.C., making them one 

of humankind’s oldest inventions. 

They allowed humans not only to 

travel with ease during the winter 

months, but also to continue with 

basic functions like finding food.

IN winter many Canadians move their quest for physical 
activity and fitness indoors. But why? Does the Snowshoe 
Hare go indoors because the weather has turned cold and 

snowy? I don’t think so. With their long and broad hind feet, 
they continue to enjoy life in the outdoors even when the land is 
covered with snow.

Take a page from the Hare’s playbook and strap on our own long and broad 
feet. The snowshoe is easy to use and a great way to get outdoors in winter.

Snowshoes have been around since 4,000 B.C., making them one of humankind’s 
oldest inventions. They allowed humans not only to travel with ease during 
the winter months, but also to continue with basic functions like finding food. 
Snowshoes were an essential part of life for the North American aboriginals living in 
the northern forest.

During the 20th century, the snowshoe became less of a necessity and evolved 
into a leisure activity. Today, the snowshoe is a sophisticated piece of equipment, no 
longer made from ash and rawhide, but from lightweight metals and durable plastic. 
Gone are the days of wearing a set of cumbersome wooden and rawhide snowshoes, 
fastened to your boots with a leather harness. No more walking with your legs 
bowed out like you are riding a horse.

Today’s snowshoes are lightweight, narrow, and attached with ratchet buckles 
and plastic straps. This modern design seldom needs adjusting, and almost never 
comes undone regardless of the terrain. Most modern snowshoe models also have 
crampons, which provide excellent traction in all types of snowy or icy conditions.

Everyone can snowshoe, and it is an excellent family activity. I like to call it 
the great equalizer. It is like going for a family walk. Snowshoeing is a low-impact 
aerobic workout that builds strength and muscle endurance. It burns 45% more 
calories than walking at the same pace. Add a set of trekking poles and you include 
your entire body, further increasing calories burned. You can even purchase running 
snowshoes to increase the level of training — and fun!

Heading into the woods, take a few simple items such as an extra layer of 
clothing, high energy food, water, a cell phone, whistle, and GPS or compass. Dress 
in layers, tell someone where you are going and what time you will return, and stick 
to the plan. Give snowshoeing a try. You might even see a Snowshoe Hare! Z

Chasing  
the hare
Snowshoeing is a great way to meet winter  
on its own terms.
BY G. SCOTT HENNIGAR
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local hero

WHEN Maureen Waterfield, 
who teaches grade three at 
Southdale-North Woodside 

elementary school in Dartmouth, NS, goes to 
sleep at night, she is often thinking about 
her students.

It’s not just about academics. For much 
of her long career she has brought in apples 
and granola bars, along with caps, mitts, 
jackets and umbrellas from the flea market.

“Kids tell me things and they trust me 
to help them,” she says. “Some kids said they 
were hungry and I fed them before class. I 
decided to do it on a bigger scale.”

After significant research, she launched a 
“grab ‘n go” breakfast program in November. In 
the first 15 minutes of school the children can 
take food from a basket, including cereal, sand-
wiches, cheese and crackers, yogurt and fruit. 

More than 80 schools in HRM have some 
kind of breakfast program, which is paid for 
by a grant from the school board based on 
an assessment of need.

Maureen’s mother was a teacher in Cape 
Breton who always made lunches for her 
own kids. “I grew up in the country and knew 
families that didn’t have a lot of food or 
clothing,” she says. “My parents helped fami-
lies in the community and I grew up with 
that awareness.”

There are lots of reasons children are 
hungry when they get to school, she says. 
Some kids have breakfast early, in some 
families both parents work or there is a 
single parent, and some families just don’t 
have enough money. “I wanted to remove all 
stigma and fear of being made fun of, so the 

program is open to every-
body,” says Maureen. “Every 
kid gets what they want.”

In her class, six of the 22 
have high needs. “Some go 
right to the basket without 
taking their coats off,” she 
says. “They smile just looking 
in the basket. Ten minutes 
after entering they are more 
alert and happy.”

She feels fortunate to have 
a small but passionate group 
of colleagues and parents who 
help. Some parents come in the 
morning to help and also in the afternoon to 
prepare bags of trail mix. Their own children 
help push the trolley down the hall. “It’s our 
little breakfast club,” says Maureen. 

Principal Brian Ellenberger is a big sup-
porter. “He calls me the bag lady when I 
come in with bags of food and books,” says 
Maureen, laughing.

“The program is Maureen’s baby — her 
passion,” he says. “She knew we needed it. 
Parents and volunteers play their part too. 
It’s fantastic. We used to see kids come to 
the office at recess looking for food. We 
don’t see that anymore.”  

“Kids will remember you made them feel 
happy and safe,” says Maureen. “It sends a 
powerful message to a child that you care 
about them, not just academically but also 
physically and emotionally. It also helps out 
families, not just kids.”

With the new program, she says she 
sleeps better at night. She quotes a Spanish 

The breakfast club
Maureen Waterfield knows that a good meal is the best way for her 
students to start the day.
BY DAVID HOLT

help. Some parents come in the 

proverb: “The belly controls the mind.”
Maureen has taught in the country, in 

town and in the city. “I still love it,” she says. 
“It’s been a great run.” In 2003 she won a 
Students’ Choice Award, which helped to 
pay to finish her B.Ed. “After I retire maybe 
I’ll volunteer,” she says. “I’d love to see a hot 
breakfast program.”

In the meantime she does all the shop-
ping every second or third night. There is 
room for others to step in. Some businesses 
could provide the food. Others could trans-
port it to the schools. Even in Canada, a 
prosperous country, there is a lot of need. Z

SPREAD THE HEALTH Maureen Waterfield 
gets help distributing the food for Grab ‘n Go.
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Are you slope ready?
Indoor training before and during the season will help you 
maximize enjoyment and minimize risk of injury.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SARAH PLOWMAN

WHETHER you’re an avid skier or new to the sport, it’s important to prepare the body 
functionally for optimal performance on the slopes and to minimize risk of injury. Balance, 
coordination, endurance and ski-specific strength are all key to your general fitness when 

hitting the slopes.
Balance and coordination with help enhance your technique. Endurance will allow you to stay out 

on the hill for longer runs, and ski-specific strength will build lean muscle and enhance your strength 
so you tire less easily.

This workout consists of exercises that replicate skiing movement patterns.
Complete them in a circuit format following the guidelines on sets, repetitions, tempo, and rest and 

recovery durations.
Happy ski season!

Lateral ski jump with Bosu balls, with and without a pause
12-15 REPS | 2-3 SETS | TEMPO CONTROLLED TO FAST 1-0-1-0

Stand between Bosu balls; ensure they are a stride away from one another. Start movement with a lateral 
jump onto a Bosu, then jump off to your starting position. Allow for a relaxed arm swing. Keep lower body 
slightly bent from the hips, knees and ankles to ensure good range of motion in jumps.

indoor fitness

A

B C
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Bosu lateral bound: 
Single Bosu

12-15 REPS | 2-3 SETS | TEMPO CONTROLLED 
TO FAST 1-0-1-0

Start by standing on floor to one side of 
the Bosu. Place one foot on the Bosu. 
Bend through the hips and knees, load-
ing the outside leg. Bound across the 
Bosu and land in a squat position ready 
to load the opposite leg to bound back 
over.

Double Bosu V-sit medicine ball partner pass
12-15 REPS | 2-3 SETS | TEMPO CONTROLLED TO FAST 1-0-1-0

Place Bosus one to two strides apart from each other. Sit on Bosu with feet on floor and torso in a 
V-sit position. Throw medicine ball to partner while holding position on Bosu.

A

A

B

B

C

C



Just as we suspected:

Volkswagen 
on the brain.
For immediate relief, visit 

Steele Volkswagen.

696 Windmill Road
Burnside, Dartmouth, NS

Phone: 902 468-6411
www.steelevolkswagen.com
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Maintain good posture 
and engage core. Stand 
in a staggered stance 
with light dumbbells 
to begin cross country 
hand movement. Keep 
the exercise fluent. 
Standing on one 
leg with dumbbells 
straight, drive arms 
forward. (Options: 
Alternate arms or move together.) Raise 
one foot slightly to hover off the floor. 
Lean forward slightly. Hands begin by 
knees with arms straight, palms facing 
the floor. Drive arms back and externally 
rotate palms outward. Keep shoulder 
blades away from ears and chin tucked 
slightly. Bring arms back to starting 
position.

Dumbbell skiing
12-15 REPS | 2-3 SETS | TEMPO CONTROLLED TO FAST 1-0-1-0

V-sit: medicine ball partner pass
12-15 REPS | 2-3 SETS | TEMPO CONTROLLED TO FAST 1-0-1-0

Ensure the Bosu is a stride apart, partners sit facing one and other. Feet placed shoulder width 
apart on the floor. Sit back in a V-sit position, engage your core to support your lower back. Have 
your partner powerfully throw the ball toward the outside of your left hip. Catch the ball with 
your arms straight and rotate your torso to the left, nearly touching the ball to the floor. Throw 
the ball back to your partner. They should catch it and throw it to your right side. Rotate from side 
to side making sure you use your shoulders as well as your arms.

A

B C

A

B

indoor fitness ARE YOU SLOPE READY?



Relief

Drug Free, Surgery Free

Safe, Effective Pain Relieving Care for the Conditions Below 

                                                  Neck Pain   

                                               Whiplash

         Cervical Degenerative  Disease

Shoulder Pain, Rotator Cuff Injuries

                       Migraine Headaches

                          Tension Headaches

                                              TMJ Pain

                                        Golfer’s Elbow

                                          Tennis Elbow

                                                 Wrist Pain

                                      Carpal Tunnel 

                                        Syndrome

 

Lumbar Degenerative Discs

   Hip Pain

  Sciatic Pain

 

Lower Back Pain

Call for an appointment

(902) 429-3443

Located at 138 Bedford Hwy

(Next to MSVU)

Dr. Patrick Milroy, MA, DC Inc.

Chiropractic, Massage Therapy, Laser, Custom Orthotics,

Supplements, Pillows, Braces & Supports, Exercise Prescription

Referrals Welcome, but not Necessary

Knee Pain

  Osteoarthritis of the Knee

    Patellofemoral Pain

   Ankle Sprains

  Plantar Fascitis

         Morton’s Neuroma

             Heel Spurs

superheroes
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no experience 

necessa
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STRETCH YOUR HIPS

Thank you to trainer Amanda Shulba, 
Joseph Howe GoodLife Fitness, Halifax, 
NS and model Blandine Ehrenberger, 
who is also a personal trainer. Z

Alternating forward 
lunge to medicine ball 
twist

12-15 REPS | 2-3 SETS | TEMPO CONTROLLED TO 
FAST 1-0-1-0

Begin with upright posture, holding medicine 
ball. Step one leg forward and bend into a 
lunge position, keeping back heel lifted and 
legs loaded at 90 degrees. Once in lunge pos-
tion, lift medicine ball and perform a twist 
through the torso towards the bent knee. Bring 
medicine ball back to center once twist is com-
pleted. Push back to starting position. 

A

B
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Star power
A local chef experiences food in Italy where grape 
growers are treated like rock stars — and Leonardo 
DiCaprio just dropped in for a meal.

In his day job Julian owns Chef Live, a 
“culinary entertainment” company with three 
pillars: corporate catering; in-house catering 
“food network style” where he goes into a 
home and cooks everything with or without 
the entertainment component; and corporate 
support, including preparing recipes for beer 
pairings for Molson Canada and Rickards.

OptiMYz staffer Claire Rogers interviewed 
him on his return from Italy.

OPTIMYZ: How did you get started as 
a chef?

CHEF RICHARD JULIEN: I started cook-
ing in the late 80’s in a dinner theatre where 
my uncle ran the kitchen, Halifax Feast Dinner 
(called the Historic Feast back then). I enjoyed 
the afterglow of feeding large groups and 
being caught up in the excitement of the 
whole event in the kitchen.

After high school I attended culinary 

CHEF RICHARD JULIEN of Halifax, NS is back — but he’s not 
quite the same. Last summer a friend invited him to participate 
in a tour of Italy and he jumped at the chance to visit one of the 

cradles of modern cuisine and learn from some of the best in the business.



For thirty years, we have helped thousands overcome foot pain and offer pedorthic 

treatment for: arthritics, diabetics, sport injuries, pediatrics and the everyday activities of 

daily living. Our difference is we custom mould and build each orthotic on site to match 

your specific needs, maybe that’s why so many health professionals refer us.

With offices in Halifax and Wolfville (Acadia University), we help individuals of all ages 

and medical conditions find comfortable solutions to their foot-related problems. And 

thanks to our on-site lab, we are able to deliver those solutions quickly and efficiently.

NO
PAIN
NO
GAIN

855-515-LLSC (5572)

www.facebook.com/tnthalifax

www.twitter.com/tnthalifax

Sign up today to walk / run in the Scotiabank Blue Nose Marathon 
or the Dodge Rock ‘n’ Roll San Diego™ Marathon & 1/2 Marathon
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school in the early 90’s at NSCC Akerley 
Campus, then travelled coast to coast to 
Kananaskis and Banff, and cooked in Las Vegas 
for a while. I worked with many great chefs as 
an apprentice cook.

OP: What led you to Italy?
CRJ: I was invited by my friend Mark 

DeWolfe, who owns the tour company By The 
Glass.ca.

OP: How long were you there and 
where did you go?

CRJ: On May 18 we left for a three-week 
tour. In Rome we visited iconic places like the 
Vatican and Coliseum, then we spent time on 
the Amalfi Coast and the island of Sorento.

OP: What was your role?
CRJ: I worked as the chef for the tour 

company and served as a resource for guests 
during dinners at Michelin Star restaurants.

OP: What was the routine?
CRJ: We stayed in small villages. Many 

had only had one shop where you could buy 
anything and everything you needed. We ate 
at a restaurant where Leonardo DiCaprio had 
dined the night before. Many celebrities visit 
small local towns so they can really get 
away from world’s prying eyes.

FAR LEFT: Private Villas on the in the 
Amalfi Coastline of Positano.

MIDDLE TOP: Chef Richard surrounded by 
some of the oldest producing grape vines 
in the world in the Campania region.

MIDDLE BOTTOM: Caper berry plants 
growing in stone — Capri Island.

ABOVE: Barrels of wine aging in oak at 
Casanova di Neri in the Tuscany region.

SLOW DOWN
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took me right into their kitchens and wanted 
to show me around. I felt a real brotherhood 
— and instant camaraderie.

OP: What did you learn?
CRJ: I learned so much from experiencing 

the Italian culture, eating fresh ingredients 
at the peak of their ripeness, spending hours 
dining in a relaxed atmosphere where you 
didn’t feel the pressure to eat and run. In Italy, 
dining is a much more nurturing experience 
with a heavy social element, not just a means 
to an end or an energy source.

I enjoyed the relationship with producers. 
The chefs have a dynamic rapport with the 
producers of the meat, vegetables and fruit. 
It’s not just sourced from big box stores.

OP: What can readers get from doing 
this type of trip?

CRJ: You’ll learn a lot from the lifestyle 
and culture, including many ways of eating 
different varieties of food. The historical com-
ponent is that “old” in North America really 
isn’t “old” in comparison with Europe.

There’s a heavy wine component: Italian 
grape growers are the rock stars of Italy. It’s a 
funny comparison to the people like socialites 
and actors that we idolize in North America. 
It could be summed up as a difference in cul-
tural values.

OP: As a chef, what were the biggest 
differences?

optimyz q&a STAR POWER

TOP: Sorrento — Amalfi Coast.

ABOVE: Chef Richard and Chef Matia 
Barciulli at Badia a Passignano (one of our 
Michelin Star restaurant destinations).

RIGHT TOP: The chef brigade working 
hard at Feudi San Gregorio Winery and 
Restaurant (another Michelin Star dinner 
location).

RIGHT BOTTOM: Pecorino the pride of 
Pienza: In many stages of ripeness — 
Pienza, Italy.

OP: What were some highlights?
CRJ: Meeting Michelin Star chefs and 

realizing that at the end of the day we’re all 
cooks trying to make great meals for good 
people. The chefs were so hospitable. They 
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INVESTIGATE OPPORTUNITIES

The chef’s fave: Sweet potato gnocchi
4 SERVINGS

TO PREPARE
Preheat the oven to 350° F (175° C). Bake sweet potatoes 
for 30 minutes, or until soft to the touch. Remove from 
the oven, and set aside to cool.

Once the potatoes are cool enough to work with, 
remove the peels, and mash them, or press them through 
a ricer into a large bowl. Blend in the garlic, salt, nutmeg, 
and egg. Mix in the flour a little at a time until you have 
soft dough. Use more or less flour as needed.

Bring a large pot of lightly salted water to a boil. While 
you wait for the water, make the gnocchi. On a floured sur-
face, roll the dough out in several long snakes, and cut into 
one-inch sections. Drop the pieces into the boiling water, 
and allow them to cook until they float to the surface. 
Remove the floating pieces with a slotted spoon, and keep 
warm in a serving dish. Serve with butter or cream sauce.

INGREDIENTS
 » 8 ounces (240 g) sweet pota-

toes
 » 1 clove garlic, pressed
 » ! tsp salt
 » ! tsp ground nutmeg
 » 1 egg
 » 2 cups all-purpose flour

Nutritional value: Calories (kcal) 
298; Protein 8.5 g; Carbohydrates 
60 g; Fat 2.39 g; Sodium 210 mg

CRJ: In North America we’re trained to 
produce quickly, diligently and systematically 
— like producing widgets. In Italy every meal is 
an experience. The ratio of servers to patrons 
is drastically larger and the food is looked 
upon with more respect and care.

OP: What is your favourite Italian dish?
CRJ: Gnocchi, a type of soft dumplings. I 

also discovered truffled honey.
OP: What is your favourite local 

ingredient in Atlantic Canada?
CRJ: My favourite season is fall and my 

favourite time to cook is in the fall and 
winter. I love comfort food. I love squash. You 
can do so much with it. I like rooty, earthy 
vegetables. Z
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The OptiMYz choice

Stone Bibimbap Recipe
4-5 SERVINGS | PREP 15 MINS

INGREDIENTS
 » 1 egg yolk/person
 » 1 local eggplant
 » 1 zucchini
 » A bag of spinach
 » ! red cabbage
 » Package of bean sprouts
 » 1 carrot
 » 1 onion
 » Sesame oil
 » Minced beef (30 g)
 » 3 cups of short grain rice or short grain 

brown rice (1" cups for a mug size cup)
 » Gochujang (Korean traditional hot chili 

paste)
 » Oyster sauce
 » Soy sauce 

TO PREPARE
Before starting to stir fry the vegetables, cook 
rice first.

Vegetables
Stirfried eggplant: Soy sauce, oyster sauce, 1 
table spoon of vegetable oil, 1 tablespoon of 
sesame oil

Dice cut the eggplant. Heat up the pan 
and put 1 table spoon of vegetable oil. Put 
diced eggplants into the pan and add sesame 
oil, soy sauce, oyster sauce. Lightly stir fry on 
highest temperature until eggplant starts to 
change color.

Stirfried zucchini: 1 tablespoon of Salt, 1 
tablespoon of vegetable oil

Cut zucchini in half from top to bottom. 
Remove the seed part with teaspoon and slice 
it. Heat up the pan and put in 1 table spoon 

of vegetable oil. Put sliced zucchinis into the 
pan and add 1 tablespoon of salt. Stir fry until 
liquid comes out from the zucchini.

Spinach: Water, 1 tablespoon of salt, 1 
tablespoon of sesame oil

Rinse the spinach on flowing water from 
the tap and make sure all dirt comes out. Boil 
the water in a pot and when water starts to 
boil, put spinach into the boiling water and 
take spinach out after 30 seconds. Quickly 
put hot spinach in to cold water and cool it. 
Squeeze the spinach until water doesn’t drip. 
Put squeezed spinach into small bowl and add 
1 tablespoon of salt and sesame oil. Mix well 
with your hand until the salt and sesame oil 
gets soaked into spinach well. Do same with 
bean sprouts.

Onion: 1 tablespoon of vegetable oil
Slice the onion and stir fry on hot pan 

with vegetable oil until liquid start to come 
out. Do same with a carrot.

Cabbage: Thinly slice the cabbage.

Stone Bibimbap
Lightly stir fry the minced beef on hot pan 
with bit of salt until fully cooked.
Lightly wet inside part of a stone bowl with 
vegetable oil. Put one bowl of cooked rice into 
stone bowl. Place each stir fried vegetable on 
the border side of the stone bowl one by one. 
Put stir fried minced beef on the medium part 
of the rice. Break one egg and just put yolk on 
top of minced beef.

Heat up the stone bowl until it starts to 
make sizzling sound. Put gochujang sauce on 
to stone bibimbap and mix well with spoon. 
You may add a drop of sesame oil to enhance 
the taste of your favorite herbs or vegetables.

For a normal Bibimbap, instead of using 
raw yolk, use pan fried egg.

Nutritional value: Calories (kcal) 360; Protein 
11.6 g; Carbohydrates 49.25 g; 14.5 g

Recipe from Koo-E Nami Royale Grill, 1535 Dresden Row, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 902-425-4411 www.kooenami.ca

WE all want to eat healthier and when we eat out we do not want to compromise our 

healthy eating habits. This is the concept of the “OptiMYz Our Favourites” program. Our 

Dietitian will review menu items from local restaurants to ensure they are a healthier 

choice. Each menu item will be categorized and listed in OptiMYz Magazine and on the restaurant’s 

in-house menu. New items will be reviewed and added in each issue! Finally, we can just enjoy our 

meals without wondering how the meal will fit into a healthy lifestyle. Bon appétit!

For more meal ideas from our healthy 
restaurants, visit optimyz.com

*These are guidelines only: OptiMYz “Our Favourites” program cannot guarantee all ingredients in recipe meet criteria. Please notify server of any health concerns.

CATEGORY CRITERIA

Lower fat Less than 10 grams of fat per serving. Item is a source of healthy unsaturated fats and not deep fried.

Vegetarian Mainly vegetables; no meat products in menu item. No meat products used in cooking methods.
 *May contain dairy, eggs and or fish — will specify in menu item description.

Vegan No meat items, dairy, eggs or fish in menu item or used in cooking methods.

Dairy free No milk or milk products in menu items or used in cooking methods.
 *Please notify server if you have an allergy to dairy. 

Organic Certified organic ingredients used in menu item and in cooking methods. 

Local foods Prepared with foods from the province where the restaurant is located.

Gluten free Menu item and cooking methods are gluten free (no wheat, rye, barley and commercial oats products or additives). 

 *Please notify server if you have an allergy to gluten.

Health  Menu item includes ! a plate of veggies cooked with little or no added fat, " plate whole grains and " plate   
Friendly Item lean protein.  Cooked with unsaturated fats.  

SPONSORED BY
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Inside the volcano
If it’s all out eco-adventure in the tropics you’re seeking, then the sky 
isn’t even the limit on the sweet island of St. Kitts.
BY LIZ BRUCKNER

At 3,792 feet, Mount Liamuiga — once 
known as Mount Misery — is an adventure-
seeker’s fantasy that rises above this quiet 
island paradise in the Eastern Caribbean 
(the average year-round temperature is 27 
degrees). The rainforest hike is strewn with 
vines, 300- to 400-year-old trees and chirping 
coqui frogs. Ferns, orchids and mango trees 
are everywhere.

After two hours of clambering up steep 
slopes, we reach the top. Inside the volcano 
it is a sea of greenery: Trees fill the crevasse 
from end to end except for a small pond at 
the bottom of the caldera. The air is crisp and 
clean, clouds drift by at what seems mere 
metres above my head, and I stand in awe of 

the incredible beauty all around. 
After eating our packed lunches, we begin 

our descent. I spend much of the time watch-
ing my feet, trying to avoid jutting roots and 
rocks. Two hours later we reach our ride and 
stiffly roll ourselves inside, still quiet beyond 
the odd groan, the awesome experience still 
fresh in our minds. O’Neil transports us back 
to our hotel retreat where a welcome shower 
and much-needed massage awaits. 

IF YOU GO: Wear close-toed runners, 
bring bug spray and don’t forget your lunch. 
Hauling along two or three bottles of water 
is a must, and a perspiration towel is a good 
idea. For more information about the tour, 
contact O’Neil Mulraine.

travel

LIKE each of the members of my group scaling Mount Liamuiga, 
a long-dormant volcano on the gorgeous island of St. Kitts, I was 
doing my best not to lag behind our spider monkey of a guide 

O’Neil Mulraine. It didn’t take long to realize how out of shape I was.
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Discover

Ski

Snowboard

XC Ski

(ages 8 & up)

902.798.9501 ext.1

www.martock.com
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INHALE GOODNESS 

WHERE TO STAY: The St. Kitts Marriott 
Resort, which sits surrounded by a balmy 
beach and 26 acres of lush greenery, is a 
30-minute ride to Mount Liamuiga. For tamer 
pleasures, it’s home to an on-site casino, 
night club, eight great restaurants, 8-hole golf 
course and a fitness centre and spa.

Not the hiking type? Options for 
adventure abound in St. Kitts 
Strap on your gear and go ziplining 250 feet 
above the rainforest. Sky Safari Tours offers 
five lines to fly on, all with amazing views of 
Brimstone Hill Fortress, one of the Caribbean’s 
best preserved forts and a UNESCO World 
Heritage site.  

Go wreck diving at Sandy Point National 
Marine Park, where you can easily swim 
through River Taw, a ship that sank in 50 feet 
of water and is said to be one of the best 
wreck dives in the Caribbean.

Body- and wind-surfing, jet skiing and 
ocean kayaking are available throughout the 
island. Visit St. Kitts Tourism for details.

Catamaran pleasure cruises and tours 
are available through the day and at sunset. 
Check out Blue Water Safaris.

If sun, sea and sand are more your speed, 
check out North Frigate Bay, Cockleshell Bay 
or Banana Bay, where white-sand beaches and 
pristine waters offer uninterrupted peace. Z

M O R E  I N FO
 » O’Neil Mulraine: oneilmulraine@hotmail.com
 » The St. Kitts Marriott Resort: 

stkittsmarriott.com
 » Sky Safari Tours: skysafaristkitts.com
 » St. Kitt’s Tourism: stkittstourism.kn
 » Blue Water Safaris: bluewatersafaris.com
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opti-direct: marketplace

VISIT OPTI-DIRECT ONLINE AT WWW.OPTIMYZ.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION AND EXCITING OFFERS

5576 Fenwick Street, Halifax 492.2344
www.darrellsrestaurants.com

Take Out  Catering  Licensed

Makers of Metro’s 
Greatest Sandwich
Gourmet Burgers

Vegetarian & 
Vegan options
Amazing Fresh 
Salad Selections
Olde Fashioned 
Milkshakes

Fair Trade Coffee
Outdoor Patio
Free Wireless

Makers of Metro’s Makers of Metro’s 
Greatest SandwichGreatest Sandwich

5576 Fenwick Street, Halifax

(think peanut butter)

�

Print + Web = Reach!
Opti-Direct Marketplace

 

BOOK YOUR SPACE TODAY! (902) 463-0516

The Opti-Direct Marketplace offers you a cost-effective way to reach 

the OptiMYz audience by combining the enagement of print with the 

power of the web.

Opti-Direct Marketplace special features are available in single or 

multi issue insertions. Each issue includes 2 months of Opti-Direct, the 

online health & fitness directory on OPTIMYZ.COM. It includes a 100-word 

description, logo with web link and contact information.

Ask your representative how to OptiMYz your marketing program!

OPTIMYZ  JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2012
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opti-direct: marketplace

VISIT OPTI-DIRECT ONLINE AT WWW.OPTIMYZ.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION AND EXCITING OFFERS

Something for everyone; Greek & Lamb Specialties, Souvlakia, 

Chicken, Pork & Grill standards, Seafood, Pasta, Pizza, Burgers & 

Sandwiches, Children’s menu.

Daily Dinner & Breakfast specials. Open 7 days a week.

6273 Quinpool Rd, Halifax, 902 422 1595

www.athensrestaurant.com

Free parking

www.somaveinclinic.ca

1475 Bedford Hwy. Suite 204

Bedford, NS  

info@somaveinclinic.ca

835-2266

Dedicated to providing our 

clients safe proven treatments 

for varicose and spider veins, 

hair removal, skin rejuvenation 

BOTOX and dermal fillers.

The Wooden Monkey is
A Restaurant With A Conscience.

We are based on serving local and organic products
with a philosophy of supporting the community

and the environment. From building the Restaurant
with Hurricane Juan wood, to using biodegradable

take out containers, we always take steps
to consider our environment first!

Meatlovers, Vegans or Vegetarians, we’ll feed you all!
Our menu has something for everyone.

Our Hours of Operation are: 
6XQ�7KXUV�����������)UL�6DW�����������

Reservations not required. Come on down!!!

We are at 
�����*UDIWRQ�6W��
Halifax

412-2688

3636 Dutch Village Road, Halifax, NS    

 Jjiacmd@yahoo.ca Wwww.acupuncturehalifax.com

Medical acupuncture is a system which can influence three areas of health care:    

   1. Promotion of health and well being,   

   2. Prevention of illness, and 

   3. Treatment of various medical conditions. 

The World Health Organization recognizes that the use of acupuncture can successfully treat 

a wide range of medical problems. Some of these medical problems include: 

 

   Gynecological disorders 

   Headache / Migraine / Dizziness 

   Heart problems / Palpitations 

   High blood pressure / High cholesterol

   Pre-menstrual syndrome 

   Menopause / Night sweats

   Sexual dysfunction / Infertility

   Skin condition 

   Weight control

   Facial rejuvenation

   Stress / Anxiety / Depression

   Insomnia

   Immune system deficiency

   Low energy / Fatigue

   Health maintenance 

   Arthritis 

   Back pain / Shoulder pain / Knee pain

         / Neck pain / Sciatica / Stiffness 

   Fibromyalgia

   Scoliosis

 

   Paralysis / Numbness 

   Sports injuries / Tendonitis 

          / Sprains and strains

   TMJ / Tinnitus

   Bladder / Kidney problems 

   Constipation / Diarrhea 

   Diabetes

   Allergies / Asthma 

   Cough / Bronchitis 

   Drug addiction / Smoking Cessation
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“Beautiful Smiles, Self-Image 

  and Good Health”

A beautiful smile and a firm handshake are the 

essential ingredients to a successful life and 

career.

You and your family are cordially invited...

A person’s smile is usually the first thing that others notice! A beautiful smile 

raises self-confidence, builds self-esteem and improves interpersonal 

relationships that can enhance your success in life!

To 

make a Great First Impression!

 

Before

After

Dr. Jensen diagnoses, 

prevents and treats all 

types of dental 

malalignments & jaw 

problems at all ages.

www.jensenorthodontics.com

E-mail: dr.jensen@ns.sympatico.ca

Orthodontic Specialist for over 25 Years

“Bracing for Better Dental Health”

HALIFAX

348 Purcells Cove Road

Halifax, NS  B3P 1C7

425-6222

Fax: 477-0271

DARTMOUTH

71 Tacoma Drive

Dartmouth, NS  B2W 3Y6

466-6220

Fax: 466-0102

Dr. Gene M. Jensen

Orthodontics Inc.

D.D.S., M.Sc., F.R.C.D. (C), Dip. in Orthodontics

Early Orthodontic Treatment (7-10).

Orthodontics for Teenagers and Adults.

Bite, headache and TMJ Treatments.

Try our new invisible ESSIX retainers and

transparent braces.

Take advantage of our FREE Orthodontic Consultation

O R T H O D O N T I S T



WITHIN 30 MINUTES OF AN INTENSE WORKOUT, 
CHOCOLATE MILK HELPS YOU RECHARGE AND 

REFUEL FOR THE NEXT ONE.

rechargewithmilk.ca

 MAKE
 TOMORROW’S
 WORKOUT
 BETTER
 TODAY



Change your protein face from “Yuck” to “Yum”. 
Meeting your daily recommended protein intake has never tasted so good – or so smooth. 
That’s because proteins+ blends easily with no clumping. But more importantly, it also has 
a superior amino acid profile, which is vital for muscle growth, repair and energy.

Genuine Health uses only high quality whey protein isolate 
which helps reduce calcium loss and also provides the energy 
your muscles need for an enhanced workout.
 
Delicious and good for you. What’s not to smile about?

Visit us at genuinehealth.com  |                                               


